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Politics took the centre stage
on Saturday as anger

mounted over the death of the
Unnao rape-immolation victim
at Safdarjung Hospital in Delhi
on Friday night. With family
members of the victim and
people at large calling for
speedy justice, the situation was
so tense that people heckled
Uttar Pradesh Ministers Swami
Prasad Maurya and Kamal
Rani Varun, who along with
local BJP MP Sakshi Maharaj,
reached the village of the
Unnao victim to meet her fam-
ily members.

Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi met the fam-
ily members of the victim and
Akhilesh Yadav sat on a dhar-
na outside the Vidhan Bhavan
here on Saturday. The Yogi
Government announced �25
lakh compensation and a house
to the family of the victim. 

A number of protesters,

including some local Congress
leaders, sustained injuries as
police used force to disperse the
crowd which gathered outside
the residence of the victim.
They shouted “Vaapas Jaao,
Vaapas Jaao” (go back) and
raised slogans against the State
Government and Sakshi
Maharaj.

The sloganeering contin-
ued for 15 minutes. Police
used force against the protest-
ers after which the two
Ministers and the MP could be
taken to the victim’s home, vil-
lagers said. The 23-year-old
rape victim who was airlifted to
Delhi and admitted to
Safdarjung Hospital with 90 per
cent burns after being set afire
by the accused, including two
rapists, died following a cardiac
arrest at 11.40 pm on Friday. 

Meanwhile, Priyanka
alleged that the BJP
Government had created such
circumstances that there was
no fear in the minds of crimi-

nals in the State, she urged the
Government and the adminis-
tration to take seriously the
issue of violence against
women. 

“They (the BJP
Government) are saying that
there is no place for criminals
in UP. But the way in which
anarchy has spread and vio-
lence against women is taking
place in the State, I wonder if
in Uttar Pradesh there is any
place for women,” she told
reporters after meeting the
deceased woman’s family mem-
bers at their house.

Priyanka told reporters
that during the meeting the vic-
tim’s family members narrated
their ordeal of being harassed
for a long time by their daugh-
ter’s perpetrators. 

“A young girl (from the vic-
tim’s family) was threatened
that her name will be struck off
from school, so she did not
dare to go to school. The (girl
child’s) father was beaten up,
and their agriculture field set
ablaze in June. The family was
tortured in every possible way.
After that, all these things hap-
pened,” Priyanka claimed.

The Congress general sec-
retary went on to say there were
rumours that the pradhan of
the village has links with the
BJP, asking reporters to find out

the truth behind it. 
“There are possibilities that

he may be given patronage. In
the past, we have seen that
there were prominent accused
persons who were protected.
Such type of incidents are hap-
pening on a daily basis,” she
said, adding that the issue
should not be turned into a
political one and that the
Government should find out
why such incidents happen in
the State on a regular basis.

“Today, there is no fear
among criminals in Uttar
Pradesh. If someone can barge
into their home, beat her (the
girl child’s) father, threaten the
children and women, and also
set the agricultural field ablaze,
obviously, there is no fear in
their (criminals’) minds. The
Government must take seri-
ously why such circumstances
exist in UP,” she told 
reporters.

In Lucknow, police lath-
icharged Congress workers
who staged a protest against the
Government in Hazratganj. 

Meanwhile, BSP chief
Mayawati urged the Supreme
Court to take suo motu cogni-
sance of the growing incidents
of crime against women and
direct the Centre to take
prompt steps for effectively
checking them. 
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President Ram Nath Kovind
here on Saturday expressed

concern over access to justice,
saying the judicial process has
gone beyond the reach of the
common man.

“The judicial process has
become expensive, even
beyond the reach of common
man due to many reasons,
especially in the high court and
the Supreme Court where it
has become impossible for
common litigants,” the
President said during the inau-
guration of the newly con-
structed Rajasthan High Court
building.

“Today, can any poor or
deprived person come here
with his complaint? This ques-
tion is the most important
because in the Preamble to the
Constitution, we all have

accepted the responsibility of
providing justice to all,” 
he said.

He added Mahatma
Gandhi was concerned about
the expenditure incurred in the
process of justice.  For him, the
welfare of the poorest of poor
(daridra narayan) was always
paramount, he said.

“If we keep in mind
Gandhiji’s famous criterion,
if we remember the face of the
poorest and the weakest, then
we will see the right path,”
Kovind said.����� (%�)�
*

Against the backdrop of the
Hyderabad rape-murder

incident and gunning down of
the four accused in an alleged
encounter, Chief Justice of
India SA Bobde on Saturday
said justice can never be instant
and loses its character when it
becomes revenge.

At the same time, he
admitted that the recent events
in the country have sparked off
an old debate with new vigour,
where there is no doubt that the
criminal justice system must
reconsider its position and atti-
tude towards the time it takes
to dispose of a case.

“But I don’t think justice
can ever be or ought to be
instant, and justice must never
ever take the form of revenge.
I believe justice loses its char-
acter of justice if it becomes
revenge,” the CJI said during
the inauguration of a new
building of the Rajasthan High
Court here.

The CJI’s remarks came a
day after the police claimed that
all the four accused in the rape
and murder of a young veteri-
narian in Hyderabad were shot
dead in “retaliatory” firing by

the cops when two of the
accused opened fire at them
after snatching their weapons
and tried to escape from the
site where they had been taken
for a reenactment of events as
part of the investigation.

Addressing the event here,
Law Minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad urged the CJI and other
senior judges to ensure that
there is a mechanism to mon-
itor quick disposal of rape
cases, saying that the women of
the country are under pain and
distress and crying for
justice.

“I would urge the CJI and
other senior judge that now
there must be a mechanism to

monitor the disposal of these
cases so that India’s stature as
a proud country governed by
rule of law must be restored at
the earliest,” Prasad said, and
assured Government funding
for it.

The Hyderabad incident
had sparked demands of swift
punishment to rape convicts.
The news of the “encounter”
killing led to celebrations in
some quarters and concern in
others.

The four accused were
arrested on November 29 for
allegedly raping and killing
the 25-year-old veterinary doc-
tor by smothering her and
later burning her body.
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BHUBANESWAR: President
Ram Nath Kovind 
reached here on a two-day to
the State on Saturday 
evening.

The President, who came
by a special Air Force aircraft,
was received by Governor Prof
Ganeshi Lal, Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik, Andhra
Pradesh Governor
Biswabushan Harichandan and
Union Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan, among others.

Kovind directly went to the
Raj Bhavan, where he would
spend the night.

On Sunday, he would go to
Khordha by a helicopter to lay
foundation-stone for the Paika
Rebellion Memorial at the

Barunei foothill. He is sched-
uled to reach the venue at 9.50
am. Thereafter, he will attend
the closing ceremony of plat-

inum jubilee celebrations of the
Utkal University at 12.35 pm
before flying back to New
Delhi in the afternoon. PNS 
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After a Class-XI girl of the Kendriya
Vidyalaya-III at Gadakan here

attempted suicide on Friday after being
allegedly abused and thrashed by a
Physical Education Teacher (PET), the
girl’s family members along with parents
of several other students staged a dhar-
na in front of the KV Sangathan Deputy
Commissioner office on Saturday morn-
ing.

The protesters demanded action
against PET Suryamani Pattanayak, who
allegedly hurled abuses and thrashed the
girl during a practice session on Friday.

Reportedly, feeling offended after
being abused and thrashed by the PET,
the girl went upstairs and jumped off the
third floor of the school building. 
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After a row erupted in Puri out of the untimely Rath
Yatra of Lord Jagannath proposed on December

29 at Ghaziabad of UP, the Srimanda Naradiya
Bhagabat Nikunj Trust, which had scheduled the event,
has cancelled it.

Trust president Baba Balaram and secretary Baba
Chaitanya, who had planned to organise Rath Yatra of
the holy trinity on the day, stepped down from their
move and begged public apology. They have also delet-
ed an advertisement of the Rath Yatra from the social
media which they had floated earlier for public infor-
mation.

Reportedly, the Srimad Trust had floated an
advertisement on social media to celebrate the Car
Festival. Protests in Puri were witnessed as the date of
celebration didn’t coincide with the auspicious day of
the Rath Yatra in Puri every year. Local forum
Jagannath Sena had lodged a complaint on Friday in
the Town police station seeking action against presi-
dent and secretary of the Ghaziabad trust.
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An overcrowded auto-rick-
shaw overturned near Gara

village under Pattamundai
block in the district on
Saturday morning, killing a
Class-II girl student of the
Saraswati Sishu Mandir at
Oupada.

Three other persons,
including a woman teacher,
were injured in the mishap.

Reports said the auto-rick-
shaw carrying about 20 stu-
dents was going from Gara to
the school. The incident took
place when a cow tied with a
rope suddenly came in front of
the vehicle.

“The auto-rickshaw over-
turned multiple times after
hitting the rope to which the
cow was tied. All others man-
aged to come out of the vehi-
cle, but the deceased girl
Laxmipriya Swain got stuck
inside the vehicle,” said a
teacher, who was also travelling
in the vehicle.

The auto-rickshaw driver
fled from the spot following the
incident. Later, irate locals set

the vehicle on fire.
All the injured

students were
rushed to the
Pattamundai Sub-
Divisional Hospital.

The woman
teacher held the
school authorities
responsible for the
mishap that

occurred due to overloading in
the vehicle.

“Many a time, I had raised
the issue with the school
Pradhan Acharya, but the
school authorities turned a
deaf ear to it,” she alleged.

The Pattamundai police
registered a case on the basis of
an FIR lodged by the deceased
girl’s uncle Devendra Swain
and started an inquiry into the
incident.
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� What prompted you to play Sita in Ram Siya Ke
Luv Kush?

First, the character of course. We have seen so
many versions of the Ramayana but never heard
its story from Luv-Kush’s perspective. This was
another reason that I chose to take up this
project. Also mythology is a genre that will
never become out dated. The audience loves
to see the stories that represents our culture
and history. As for the younger generations,
they just know about the stories but not
what it taught us. These shows are a
wonderful medium to teach the younger
generations about the values and our
culture.

� What research did you do for the
role?

I didn’t do anything at all. I didn’t
refer to any books neither I haven't
seen any previously made series on
Ramayana because I didn’t want to
resemble anybody or portray the
role like somebody else did before.
We all know what the story is, it
has been told since decades. 
I wanted to showcase the less-told
story which our narrators wanted
to tell through the show.

� How hard was it for you to
carry off such heavy costumes?

My costume weighs 15 kilogram,
but I never feel the heaviness. I am
not just playing the character, I am
living it .  And when you do
something with utmost dedication
and love you don’t feel any challenges
in it, it becomes a part of you. I am
wearing the costume from morning
to evening, but I feel so comfortable
that I don’t realise its weight.
When I am shooting, I don’t
even remove my jewellery, not
even during the breaks.

� How has your journey
been thus far?

My journey started
from a contest — Miss
Shimla and I won it. Then
I gave an audition for a
show and fortunately I
cleared it. I was called
to Mumbai for a look
test. Back then, I
thought I am going
to Mumbai for only
a couple of days as
I would not be
able to clear the
next round. I
went there
without much
clothes,  but

the city had no plans of leaving me. I was selected for the
show — Humsafars and since then there is no looking back.
I have seen both ups and downs in my journey and have
enjoyed being a part of this industry.

� You have played a bahu and then went on playing
a mythological character. Was it hard to do this
transition?

I don’t know. I have never think about these
transitions because at the end of the day it is all about
doing good work. The only thing I would say that
I have been lucky enough to have been getting such
good projects. Be it Ek Rishta Saajhedaari Ka or
RadhaKrishn or Ram Siya Ke Luv Kush, I have been

fortunate to have got the opportunity to explore
different genres and play such beautiful roles.

� What kind of roles are you looking
forward to?

My father tells me one thing ‘teri gaadi
toh bhagwaan hi chala raha hai’ which
means God is taking care of me. I don’t
plan anything. I take up projects that
come my way and I feel that they are
good. Whatever God has in store for me,
I know it will be for my good. I believe
in going with the flow.

� How is Shivya in real life?
I am an extrovert but there are times

when I want to be aloof. I am friendly and
believe in living in the present.  I want to
enjoy each and every moment of my life
without worrying about the future. I love

reading books in my free time. I am person
with a lot of feelings and emotions,

whatever I feel I just speak it out.

� What makes for the growing
popularity of mythological shows?

It is the emotional connect. I wonder
who doesn’t want to watch Ram and Sita?
We all see ourselves in the story
somewhere and of course it is our
history so even if a show like this
comes up and I am not a part of it I
still would have watched it.

� Any reality show that you
would like to be a part of?

I have been asked to be a
part of a couple of reality

shows, but I don’t know if I
would ever be a part of

them or not. May be
sometime in the

future I will
see, I am not

sure at the
moment. I
just want

to focus on
Ram Siya Ke

Luv Kush
right now.
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One of the most entertaining persons

in the industry, a super talented film-
maker and choreographer Farah

Khan is all set to make an appearance on
the latest episode of Not Just Supper Stars on
Zee Café, available as part of Zee Prime
English Pack. This is your chance to get the
inside scoop as she shares nuggets about her
journey in the industry with host Gunjan
Utreja. Joining Farah on the show for the
first time ever is her friend and celebrity hair
stylist, Kanta Motwani.

Speaking about her experience as she
dabbles the dual role of a choreographer and
film-maker, Farah Khan says: “Directing a
film has been more challenging because of
the process. One must not only build
everything from scratch, but also bring it
alive. Choreographing a song is much
easier as it’s like a five-minute film with
actors and lyrics. The song is readily
available, and your scene is also set.”

The episode sees Gunjan Utreja and
Farah Khan in conversation about her
career. She quotes: “A lot of research goes
behind choregraphing a song. Basis the
requirement of the scene, we pick up steps
from various dance forms. I prefer visiting
musicals, catch some local dance
performances that help in gaining
inspiration to do justice to the song and the
scene.”

When asked about her relationship with
her kids, she says: “Our holidays have always
been about spending extensive time with

my kids which is my most favourite part.
We usually have at least 3 holidays a year
and when work takes over, the come and
pay visit on my set.”

While Farah revealed nuggets from her
personal and professional journey, her
friend Kanta joined the party with some
interesting bits to share. Speaking about
their 20-year long friendship, Kanta jokingly
revealed how Farah and her family are
almost entirely responsible for taking care
of Kanta’s domestic bills. Speaking about
Farah, she says: “She lights up the whole
place. She is never in a bad mood.”

Talking about how the salon is her go-

to place, Farah says, “I love going to the
parlour. It’s my social place. I’ll bump into
Shilpa Shetty, Sonali Bendre Shweta
Bachchan, Madhuri Dixit, Kriti Sanon and
sometimes even my mother.” She goes on
to say, “I live in Kanta’s parlour more than
I live in my own house. I know the names
of everybody from the boy who serves tea,
to the colourist. That really is proof that
you’ve been going there a long time.”

When asked if they ever call each other
at odd hours for random requests Farah
retorts: “All my friends know that at 9:30 pm
my phone is put off, whenever my children
and husband are at home.”
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Sony Entertainment
Television’s Patiala Babes has

been a trend setter when it
comes to clutter breaking
content. While initially it
s t ar te d  w it h  a  b e aut i f u l
depiction of mother-daughter
relationship, with the leap,
the viewers are witnessing
an interesting take on sisters
and their bitter-sweet bond.
While Ashnoor plays the part
of a mature and grown up
Mi n i ,  S a i s h a  B aj a j  a s
Hanu m an  an d  B abi t a’s
daughter Arya is stealing the
show!Bajaj, who is from New
Delhi, has already taken a year’s
training in Kathak.
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The Centre has decided to
include three more air-

ports in the State under the
regional connectivity scheme
UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam
Nagrik). The decision was
taken at a meeting between
Union Civil Aviation Secretary
Pradeep Singh Kharola and
State Chief Secretary AK
Tripathy on Friday.

The Jeypore, Rourkela and
Utkela airports would be
included in the next round of
UDAN scheme. There is an

inbuilt subsidy support to the
State Government along with
Centre in this initiative,
Tripathy said.

The Vir Surendra Sai (VSS)
Airport at Jharsuguda was ear-
lier included under UDAN.
Earlier this year, commercial
flight service was initiated from
this airport to six cities of the
country under the third phase
of the UDAN scheme.

Official sources said the
Centre has sanctioned � 160
crore for the development of
the airports at Jharsuguda,
Jeypore, Utkela and Rourkela.
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The Ministry of Railways has started rede-
velopment of the Bhubaneswar railway

station in cooperation with the State
Government.

Railways Minister Piyush Goyal
informed this in the Rajya Sabha on Friday
in a written reply to a question.

The Minister said that the Ministry of
Railways through various agencies is under-
taking techno-economic feasibility studies of
for railway stations. If feasible, stations are
planned to be taken up for redevelopment
in phases, especially the stations located in
major cities, pilgrimage centres and impor-
tant tourist destinations.

The cost of station redevelopment pro-
ject is to be met by leveraging commercial
development of land and air space in and
around the stations. 
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To implement the Mo Sarkar
initiative in the health sec-

tor in a better way, Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik on
Saturday announced a host of
infrastructural development
plans for hospitals in
Sambalpur, Deogarh, Angul,
Kendrapada and Subarnapur
districts and the Bhima Bhoi
Medical College Hospital in
Balangir.

The CM announced finan-
cial assistance of � 15 lakh each

to the Patient Welfare Samitis
in Sambalpur, Deogarh, Angul,
Kendrapada and Subarnapur
District Headquarters
Hospitals (DHHs) and the
Bhim Bhoi Medical College
Hospital. Rest sheds would
also be constructed for atten-
dants of patients at these six
hospitals.

The number of beds would
be increased by 50 at the
Mother and Child Care Centre
in the Sambalpur DHH. A
separate building would be
built for Casualty and OPD at
the DHH. A Maa Gruha build-
ing would come up at the

DHH, a release issued by the
Chief Minister’s Office stated.
The CM also announced mod-
ernisation of the DHH’s pathol-
ogy lab and plans for a dialy-
sis unit and an ICU.

The Sambalpur DHH
would be upgraded as a satel-
lite centre of the VIMSAR to
provide special healthcare
treatment.

At the Deogarh DHH, the
number of beds would be
increased from 60 to 100.

The number of beds at the
Angul DHH would be
increased to 300 from 192 and
a new building would be con-

structed for the purpose. 
The dialysis unit would be

expanded and the ICU unit
would be strengthened. An
anesthesia work station, an
additional electric autoclaee
and ECG machines would be
provided to the hospital.

At the Kendrapara DHH,
the number of beds would be
increased from 175 to 200.
Besides, staff quarters con-
struction, a modern OPD, ICU
and expansion of the dialysis
unit would be undertaken.
Two new ambulances and one
Mahapryana vehicle would be
provided to the hospital.

In the Subarnapur DHH, a
seven-storied building would
be constructed for 200 beds
and the work would begin in
one month. A new ultrasound
machine, a bilirubinometer, a
semi auto analyser, a multi para
monitor and a CBC machine

would be provided in the hos-
pital.

The Bhima Bhoi Medical
College Hospital building
would be constructed within 24
months. A mortuary unit
would be set up at the hospital
soon.

Besides, SPs of these six
districts would get � 10 lakh
each to promote blood dona-
tion programmes, the CMO
statement added.

Notably, as per the CM’s
directive, senior officials had
visited the hospitals in these six
districts earlier and submitted
a report.
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Union Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan on Saturday said a

high-level committee involving
the Union and State Governments
has been formed for construction
of the Paika Memorial at the
Baurnei foothill near Khordha.

He said that while the memo-
rial comes under the Culture
Ministry of the Union

Government, the Indian Oil has
shouldered the responsibility of
executing the project, for which
the State Government has pro-
vided land.

Pradhan said the memorial,
which is being built in com-
memoration of 200th year of
Paike Bidroha, will keep portray-
ing heroic past of Odia race for the
next 100 years.

The Union Minister stated
this after visiting the meeting
venues at Barunei and Utkal
University ahead of visit of
President Ramnath Kovind. He
reviewed safety measures and
other preparations made for the
President’s visit. 
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In yet another case of erroneous
challan being issued against traffic

violators in the State, a farmer of the
district was fined ��1,000 for riding
a two-wheeler without wearing ‘seat-
belt’.

What is more shocking is that
Puran Pujari, a resident of Kantasaru
village under Papadahandi block in
the district, was issued the challan
against his two-wheeler (TVS XL)
bearing registration number-OD24
B7946 for violating traffic rules in
Kalahandi district.

Pujar was shocked to see the text
message received from the Kalahandi
police on December 2 as he did not
travel anywhere and was working in

his farmland on the date mentioned
in challan.

Moreover, he alleged that neither
he has travelled to Kalahandi ever
before, nor anyone had borrowed his
vehicle for visiting the district.

Terming the chal-
lan as faulty, Pujari
refused to pay the
penalty and said, “I am
a farmer. I was irrigat-
ing my farmland the
day the challan has
been issued. I would
have given the fine had
I committed any kind
of traffic violation.”

Pujari’s father said,
“My son has been fined
without committing

any offence. We are not going to pay
the amount. Let the police do what
they want because � 1,000 is not a
small amount for us. We earn this
amount of money after working for
10 to 15 days.”
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PURI: A widow of a retired
Habildar constable of Odisha
police who is quite alone and
physically unwell at her home
has ironically nobody to lis-
ten to her trouble in a
department, where her husband had
served.

Her complaint about a theft at her
house was casually treated by the
police. She had been burgled of 40
grams gold, 150 grams silver and Rs
10,000 cash and though it had been over
a month she had lodged her complaint,

she was yet to get justice.
To add to her misery, the

forlorn woman was not get-
ting family pension since
death of her husband.

The woman Sanjukta
(65), wife of Sashibhushan Patnaik of
Balipanda Road, said she had lost all her
valuables. Despite her complaint with
the Town police station on November
1, the police were yet to take any action.

She alleged a couple who was stay-
ing on rent at her house for last five
years was involved in the heist. PNS 

PARADIP: A 14-year-old girl was allegedly raped by a 74-year-
old man at his grocery shop here on Friday. The accused was
identified as Prafulla Mohanty, a resident of Nolia Sahi 
under the Abhyachandrapur police 
station.

The minor girl was standing near the shop owned by
Mohanty when he approached and took her to his house on
the pretext of giving her chocolates. Later, he allegedly raped
her. The accused was running the shop from the premises of
his house.

Following the incident, the family members of the girl
lodged a complaint at the Abhayachandapur police station.
Based on the complaint, police registered a case under the
Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act and
sent the victim for medical examination. The cops have detained
the accused for interrogation. PNS 

JAJPUR: Police on Saturday conducted
a raid and seized over 1,600 kg of ganja
and also opium in a college area under
the Jajpur Town police station.

A person was arrested on the charge
running the illegal trade. The accused was
identified as Prashant Kumar Kar (30),
a resident of Jhadanga. He was alleged-
ly involved in a racket to supply contra-
band items to college students.

Kar was running a computer and gift
shop near the Chitalo College in Jajpur
town. On the pretext of it, he was selling
ganja and opium to his customers.

Acting on a tipoff, a team of police
officials conducted the raid on the com-
puter shop in the presence of a magistrate
and seized 1.600 kg ganja from a bag and
20 gram of opium from a sachet. PNS 
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Ateacher of a Government
primary school in the dis-

trict was arrested on Saturday for
allegedly forcing students to
kneel down on Wednesday in an
inebriated state. 

Earlier, the teacher
Makarand Mahant was sus-
pended on Thursday by the
District Education Officer
(DEO).

Many locals had demanded
the authorities to arrest the
teacher. “After due inquiry we
found that the teacher was
teaching under the influence of
alcohol and creating  nuisance in
the school for which I filed an
FIR against him  with the
Sukinda police,” said  Block

Education  Officer (BEO)
Shivaram  Sahoo.

“Acting on the FIR of the
BEO, we arrested the teacher
under Sections- 294  (use of
obscene language ), 323
(Punishment for voluntarily
causing hurt ) and 506

(Punishment for criminal intim-
idation) of IPC,” said Sukinda PS
IIC Bichitrananda Sethi.

He was produced in the
court at Jajpur Road. The court
rejected his bail application and
remanded him into jail custody,
added the IIC.
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In a bid to oppose the sluggish
implementation of the Right

to Education Act and the lop-
sided development in ensuring
healthcare services for the peo-
ple especially in inaccessible
areas in tribal districts, a post-
card campaign was launched
here on Saturday.

The Odisha Shramajeebee
Manch and the Mahila
Shramajeebee Manch, Odisha
in a joint drive planned to send
postcards to Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik, urging him to
refrain from the move to shut
down schools and ensure qual-
ity healthcare for all.

Speaking to the media and

civil society in an event organ-
ised in Bhubaneswar,
Convener, Odisha
Shramajeebee Manch Anjan
Pradhan shared major con-
cerns. “From the State, a total
of 37930 post cards will be sent

to the Chief Minister at PMG
office today," informed
Pradhan.

President , Mahila
Shramajeebee Manch, Odisha,
Shanti Bhoi also spoke, among
others.

BHUBANESWAR: The
Ganatantrik Adhikar Suraksha
Sanghathan (GASS) has severe-
ly criticised the Hyderabad
police for killing of four under-
trial prisions, who were alleged-
ly involved in the gangrape of
a veterinary doctor, in an
encounter on Friday early
morning.

“By taking under-trials to
a lonely place and shooting
them to dead in the name of
self-defense, the Hyderabad
police have brought to fore the
lacunas in our legal and judi-

cial system. It is also very dis-
appointing that Law Minister
Pratap Jena and many elected
people’s representatives at the
Centre, who are empowered to
make laws, have supported the
move of the Hyderabad police.
Their support is sheer disre-
spect to the Constitution,”
alleged GASS president Dr
Golak Bihari Nath and gener-
al secretary Deba Ranjan in a
statement.  

They demanded a CBI
inquiry into the incident and
expediting of the justice delivery
system by reforming the judi-
ciary. They too wanted that the
police officials involved in the
encounter should be dismissed
from service and punished for
the encounter as per law. PNS 
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Abhay, a 1986-batch IPS
Officer, will assume charge

as DGP of the State on Monday.
He will take charge from inter-
im DGP Satyajit Mohanty.

Abhay was on Friday sent
back to his Odisha cadre, a
Personnel Ministry order said.
The Appointments Committee
of the Cabinet has approved his
premature repatriation to
Odisha with immediate effect,
the order said.

Abhay was functioning as
the Director of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel National
Police Academy in Hyderabad.

The State Government had
in November named Abhay as
DGP in place of BK Sharma.
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Panic gripped the goat rearers of Ullunda area of
Subarnapur district after more than 32 goats per-

ished following the spread of a mysterious disease.
According to sources, the goat farmers found the

animals dead in the sheds. 
While the origin of the disease and the cause

behind its outbreak remained unclear, locals stated that
the affected goats suffered from various symptoms ini-
tially and later succumbed to the Illness

The goats belong to one, Balram Sethi and
Haribola Kutia. Sethi, who earns his livelihood from
goat farming, alleged that his animals died due to neg-
ligence on part of officials of veterinary 
hospital.

“Twelve goats died on Saturday and more goats
are affected by the unknown disease in these days. I
visited the veterinary hospital and alerted the staff in
this regard. Ullunda Vetenary Surgeon (VS)
Satyanarayan Sahu came to the village but he could
not help," said Sethi .

Meanwhile, villagers demanded immediate
deployment of a medical team comprising veterinary
experts to conduct investigation into the matter.
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The villagers of Sansaritikra
under the banner of Maa

Ambika Mahila Group moved the
National Green Tribunal (NGT)
opposing construction of an ash
pond by Ib Thermal (OPGC) at
Banharpalli under Lakhanpur in
Jharsuguda district.

Admitting the application, the
NGT has directed the Member
Secretary of State Pollution Control
Board (SPCB) and the Jharsuguda
Collector to conduct an inquiry
into the matter. Besides, the tri-
bunal further directed to take

immediate action if ash pond is not
constructed as per ash pond rules
and  submit report before next date
of hearing on January 20.

As alleged before the NGT by
the group, the ash pond has been
actually constructed at 20 metre
distance of habitation, violating
rules. The rules of SPCB provides
for construction of ash pond at a
distance of 500 metres from the
water level of Hirakud reservoir.
The ash pond constructed by
OPGC also violates this rule,
alleged Ambika Group.

While public hearing was held
for extension of OPGC Unit 3 and

4, no hearing was done for acqui-
sition of land to construct an ash
pond. The group alleged that the
ash pond would pollute the envi-
ronment along with agricultural
land, pond, dams etc.

Sources said on Saturday last,
a tripartite meeting was held
between the district administra-
tion, the OPGC management and
Sansaritikra villagers. In the meet-
ing, the villagers demanded appro-
priate compensation. But without
settling the issue, acquisition of
land was done by the company
management in Tilia village for the
ash pond.
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CUTTACK: A five-year-old
girl was allegedly raped at
Khannagar under the
Badambadi police station on
Saturday. Police detained a 17-
year-old boy and were interro-
gating him in connection with
the incident.

Reports said a few students
at a library located near the
spot heard the screams of the
girl and rushed to the spot.

They caught hold of the
boy and handed him over to
police. “The girl told that the
boy asked him to come with
him to play. We have sent both
of them for medical examina-
tion after registering a case,”
said a police official. PNS
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BHUBANESWAR: The
Centurion University held its
7th convocation here on Friday
being presided over by
Governor Prof Ganeshi Lal,
who conferred the degrees on
the graduating students.

Secretary, Union Ministry
of Skill Development
Entrepreneurship Dr KP
Krishnan and Secretary, Civil
Aviation Pradeep Singh
Kharola were the guests.

The 2019 graduating batch
consisted of 12 PhD awardees,
45 MPhils, 17 MTechs, 49
MBAs, 423 MScs, 2 MAs, 252
BScs, 3 BAs, 502 BTechs, 3
BArchs, 32 BBAs, 10 BComs, 7
BCAs, 273 BScs AG, 205
Diploma, and 55 D Pharmas.

Nine Gold Medals were award-
ed.

In his address, Governor
Prof Lal urged the students to
aspire to be responsible citizens
and nation builders. Krishnan

advised the students to keep a
habit to learn the whole life,
while Kharola urged the stu-
dents to create value not only
for self but also for the country. 

Notably, the Centurion

University, established in 2010,
has been notified as the First
Skill University in Odisha. It is
the only university in the coun-
try which has been awarded the
status of “Centre of Excellence”

in skill training and develop-
ment by the Union Ministry of
Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship. It is also a
NAAC-A and ICAR-accredited
university. PNS
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Sri Srimad Bhakti
Charu Swami

Maharaj, an ardent
Acharya, philosopher
and preacher of the
International Society
of Krishna
C o n s c i o u s n e s s
(Iskcon), reached here
on Saturday. He would
stay here till December
13.

Born in Calcutta in 1945,
Charu Swami Maharaja was
studying Chemistry in
Germany when he met spiritual
master Srila Prabhupada,
founder of Iskcon, in 1976.
Prabhupada gave him simulta-
neously Harinam and Brahmin
Diksha in holy Goura Purnima
Tithi. 

After three months on the
Jagannath Snana Purnima
Tithi, Prabhupada game him
Sanyasi Diksha and he was
identified as “Bhakti Charu
Swami”.

He became more popular
after translating Bhagvad-Gita
and other books of Prabhupada
from English to Bengali lan-
guage in 1995. 

He has made a cinema
named “Abhaya Charan”, which
had been telecasted in
Doordarshan in 1996. From
then, it is being displayed

weakly on every Friday and
Saturday.

Influenced by his cultural
actitities, the then Chief
Minister of Madhya Pradesh
constructed a very nice attrac-
tive temple at 
Ujjaini only within 10 
months. 

He has constructed so
many gurukul, gosala,
ayurvedic hospital and was
also chief of Iskcon Annapurna
unit, which has been giving
mid-day mill to
schoolchildren.

He is now advisor of the
England Hindu Sanatan
Vaidika Dharma preacher orga-
nization named “I” foundation.
He was recently awarded by the
United Nations for his nobel
deed. He is also giving spiritu-
al knowledge to so many PHD
scholar students and educa-
tionist.
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With an objective to
address the need of

Divyangs, the JSPL Foundation
launched its flagship initiative
‘Asha-the Hope’ centre here on 
Saturday.

Angul Collector Manoj
Kumar Mohanty, SP Jagmohan
Meena and Former National
Bal Bhavan Chairperson and
JSPL Foundation Chairperson
Shallu Jindal attended as guests
and launched the initiative.

The centre would work
for rehabilitation and empow-

erment of children with special
needs and disabled persons
and would provide early inter-
vention services such as phys-
iotherapy, occupational thera-
py, sensory integration therapy,
special education for children
with intellectually 
challenged and hearing
impaired, audiometry and
speech therapy.

Inaugurating the centre,
Mohanty said the specialised
services provided by the centre
would definitely help in mak-
ing lives of specially-abled chil-
dren and persons better.

Meena said that such an
initiative of the foundation is
one such step which can shape
up life of the child for a better
tomorrow.  

Jindal said, “We have start-
ed similar initiatives in
Jharkhand and Angul in
Odisha. We believe that in col-
laboration with the district
administration and the State
Government we shall succeed
to translate the aspiration of the
parents of these Divyang chil-
dren into reality and main-
stream these children to take
life in full steam”.
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Combining cleaning up the
twin hills of Khandagiri

and Udayagiri, the famed Jain
heritage site with heritage trail
through ‘Monks, Caves and
Kings’ under the aegis of
Ekamra Walks, 65 NCC cadets
of the Tapobana High School,
Khandagiri took part in the

weekly monument walk and
carried out plogging activity.

The 95th edition of Monks,
Caves and Kings got a rejuve-
nating pace with the partici-
pation of young school students
and NCC cadets under the
leadership of teacher and NCC
Officer Sunita Biswal.

The students with cloth
bags collected the trash

throughout the cave trail at
Khandagiri, while at Udayagiri
walks involved storytelling
about the twin hills and the
importance of the jJain monu-
ments along with collecting lit-
ter. A student, Priyanka Soren,
said, “With my friends I had so
much fun that for a moment I
forgot we had an examination
today.” 
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As part of Navy Day
Celebrations 2019, the

Naval Officer-in-Charge
(Odisha) and INS Chilka
organised an Indian Naval
Band Concert at Utkal Mandap
here on Saturday.

Minister of State for Home
Dibya Shankar Mishra, the
chief guest of the occasion, was
received by Naval Officer-in-
Charge (Odisha) and Station
Commander INS 
Chilka Commander Rituraj
Sahu.

In keeping with the
Military Pageantry and Revelry,
the band enthralled the audi-
ence by beginning the 

concert with a powerful
fanfare followed by a
versatile performance of
seventeen scores ranging
from military tunes to
Bollywood numbers
including Odia fusion
music.

The event concluded
with the “Tri - Services
Marching Medley” com-
prising of signature tunes
by the Indian Armed
Forces. 

Many civilian digni-
taries, retired military
personnel, serving offi-
cers of Indian Armed
Forces, Odisha Police
attended the pro-
gramme.
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In connection with misman-
agement and alleged booth

tampering in two booths of a
recently-concluded by-election
that was held for Shradhapur
panchayat, district Collector K
Sudarshan Chakravarthy has
placed three teachers under
suspension and has served
showcase notices to equal num-
ber of teachers, those involved
in the polling process.

According to reports, the
polling held in two booths, No.
12 at Kanya Nagari and No. 14
at Khadibil was held on
November 27 along with other
booths.

Although the polling
process was completed peace-
fully yet during deposit  of
boxes in the block office, a
chaos occurred when some
people alleged  that tampering
was made in these two booths.

It was also alleged that in
the melee some ballot papers
were thrown on the ground by
miscreants after snatching
boxes. Sub-Collector Nilu
Mohaptra rushed to the site
and pacified the tensed situa-
tion.

In connection with the
controversy, he submitted a

report to the Collector, rec-
ommending re-polling in these
two booths mentioning flaws
on the part of polling officers.

Re-polling in the booths
was held on November 29.
About the incident an inquiry
was conducted by the Block
Development Officer (BDO).

The teachers who were
suspended include
Kamallochan Patra of Sridurga
Pallibhumi High School,
Sukumar Mohanty of
Dahinanidhibandu UP School
and Tapas Singh of Kalyanpur
UP School.

The teachers served with
show-cause notices are
Chittaranjan Sahu  of Analia
School, Tapan Pradhan of
Bagarukhi School  and
Rasalpur, CRCC Abanti Jena,
said sources. 
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Minister of State for Home Dibyasankar
Mishra on Saturday visited the State

Police Headquarters here and discussed
about the security arrangements for the ODI
match between India and West Indies to be
held at the Barabati Stadium on
December 22.

The Minister discussed about the func-
tioning of the headquarters and infrastruc-
tural development of police establishments in
the districts and police stations.

He also discussed about the security
arrangement made in connection with the
visit of President Ram Nath Kovind to the
State on December 7 and 8.

Later, Mishra visited the Barabati Stadium
and reviewed the security and related issues
for the cricket match with DGP, 
CP, Secretary OCA and other concerned offi-
cers.

DGP Satyajit Mohanty, Bhubaneswar-
Cuttack Commissioner Sudhansu Sarangi,
ADGP (Hdrqs) Vinaytosh Mishra, IGP
(Modernisation) Rekha Lohani, IGP
(Training) S Shyni, Cuttack DCP Akhileswar
Singh and AIGP (Hdqrs) Vivekananda
Sharma were present.
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The KIIT University has been
entrusted by the Association of

Indian Universities (AIU) to organ-
ise the East Zone Inter University
Volleyball (Women) 
Tournament 2019-20 from December
7 to 10.

Panchayati Raj and Law Minister
Pratap Jena inaugurated the tourna-
ment on Saturday.

A total of 28 university teams
with about 350 participants are tak-
ing part in the tournament. KIIT and
KISS founder Achyuta Samanta con-
veyed his good wishes to the partic-
ipants.

On the first day, Hemchand
Yadav Vishwavidyalaya, Durg defeat-
ed Atal Bihari Vajpayee
Vishwavidyalaya, Bilaspur by 3-0
sets. Patna University defeated
Ravenshaw University by 3-0 sets and
University of Kalyani defeated MG
Kashi Vidyapith, Varanasi by 
3-0 sets.
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Hundreds of activists of
Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi

Parishad (ABVP) on Saturday
held a demonstration at
Mahatma Gandhi Marg here to
protest against the rising crimes
like gangrape and murder of
girls and women in the State
and the country.

The agitators holding var-
ious banners and placards came
in a procession from the Master
Canteen Square to Lower PMG

here demanding
security and dignity for

women. 
They also demanded strin-

gent punishment against the
accused involved in crimes
against women.

Then, the protestors tried
to break the police cordon and
march towards the Lokseva
Bhavan which led to a clash
with the police.  More than a
hundred ABVP activists were
detained by police for violating
the prohibitory order.
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Housing and Urban
Development Minister

Pratap Jena on Saturday inau-
gurated a one-day training
programme held for depart-
ment officials here for proper
execution of the Mo Sarkar ini-
tiative in his department from 
January 1. 

The Minister said, “The
Mo Sarkar is aimed at making
the Government more
accountable to people. It is
being implemented to wipe

out corruption from
Government offices and make
them proactive. The initiative
will be executed in 360 field
offices of the Housing and
Urban Development
Department. We must give
priority to the interest of com-
mon people.”

He advised employees to
take all steps to make Mo
Sarkar programme a grand
success in the department.

Department Secretary G
Mathivathanan said special
cells would be opened in all 360
field offices for successful exe-
cution of the initiative. 

Commissioners of all
municipal corporations,
Executive Officers of all munic-
ipalities and NACs and officers
of the department were present.
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From Page 1
The girl, who sustained

severe injuries, was first rushed
to the Railway Hospital in
Mancheswar here before being
shifted to a city-based private
hospital.

She was undergoing treat-
ment in an ICU of the hospi-
tal till last reports received.
Doctors said her condition

was critical as she has fractures
in both legs and deep injuries
in chest. Besides, she has also
sustained injuries in her head
and other parts of the 
body.

Meanwhile, the girl’s father
lodged a complaint at the
Mancheswar police station,
acting on which cops went to
the school for an inquiry.
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The Congress on Saturday
launched multi-pronged

attack on the Modi
Government for increasing
stances of rape and crime
against women. While priyan-
ka Gandhi led the Congress
protest in Unnao, her brother
Rahul Gandhi highlighted the
issue during his visit to
Wayanad — his parliamen-
tary constituency. The party
also held a press conference in
Delhi to corner the BJP over
crime against women.

Winding up a three-day
tour of his Wayanad Lok Sabha
constituency, the Congress MP
also lashed out at Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
said his (Modi's) entire politi-
cal career was based on hatred
and division and violence.

"The girls, sisters and
mothers must be shocked when
they read newspapers that
every day a girl is raped or
killed... The international com-
munity today ridicules India.
India is known as the rape cap-
ital of the world," Gandhi said.

In an apparent reference to
the rape case against UP BJP
MLA Kuldeep Singh Sengar, he

alleged that the Prime Minister
had failed to react when the
victim's car was hit by a truck.

"UP BJP MLA is involved
in rape and PM hasn't said a
word. Her car is hit by a truck
and PM doesn't say a word...
Foreign nations are asking this
question why the nation can't
take care of its daughters,"
Gandhi said.

Directly attacking the
Prime Minister, Gandhi said
Modi represents the worst
aspects of the country.

"We have a PM who

believes in the ideology of
hatred and violence. His entire
political career is based on
hatred and division and vio-
lence. He divides religions
communities and languages, he
insults culture. He doesn't
understand economics.

Our people live in fear and
discomfort," Gandhi said and
urged the people of the coun-
try not to "underestimate" their
(peoples) strength to change the
narrative of the nation.

In Delhi, Congress attacked
the Uttar Pradesh Government

over the death of the Unnao
rape victim who was set ablaze,
alleging that law-and-order sit-
uation has "completely col-
lapsed" in the State which is
becoming the country's "rape
capital". Congress spokesper-
son Supriya Shrinate also
demanded strict action against
the accused in the case.

"He is the father, I can
understand his pain and his
disappointment. I empathise
with the family and we solidly
stand with them in this hour of
grief... But law and order is the
basis of any civil society. "Law
and order needs to be strength-
ened to an extent where per-
petrators of crime against
women don't have the courage
to do anything. Police needs to
be sensitised to first make it
safe for women, and in case of
a crime lodge FIRs and offer
protection instead of shielding
the accused," she said.

Hitting out at the State
Government, Shrinate said that
it is "not the first and this will
not indeed be the last case if you
(UP Government) don't wake
up. The State Government
seems to be in a dying hurry to
become the rape capital".

"More than assurance, the

Uttar Pradesh Government
needs to strengthen the law-
and-order in the State. Our
question is to the State police
is why FIR was not registered
in four months and why the
accused were left out on bail,"
Shrinate told reporters.

She was responding to a
statement of Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath who gave the
assurance that the case would
be pleaded in a fast-track court
to provide speedy justice to the
deceased woman's family.

"How do accused get away
by committing such heinous
crimes? What gives them the
courage to do so? The answer
is, it is due to complete collapse
of law and order in the state.
They somehow find political
protection and that is why
they have the courage to go
ahead and do this against our
women," the Congress
spokesperson said.  She also
questioned the silence of the
Prime Minister and senior BJP
leaders.

"We can't turn a blind eye.
Why are the prime minister, all
those ministers who took to
streets earlier now silent. Why
is there a conspicuous silence
in the matter?" she posed.
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BJP has called for a law to
make it mandatory for

Members of Parliament to place
any invitations from foreign
countries, Governments or
organisation to be routed
through the Ministry of External
affair. The invitation will be sent
to the FCRA division of Ministry
of Home Affairs ten clear days in
advance of the date from which
the "foreign hospitality" is pro-
posed to be accepted.

The prior permission will be
required to be obtained and
"mere sending" the application
would not automatically grant
the go ahead for the foreign visit,
according to a private member
bill introduced in the upper
house by BJP's Rajya Sabha
member GVL Narasimha Rao.

Seeking to make foreign
tours of members of Parliament
‘transparent’, the bill  requires a
copy of the application should
also be sent to Ministry of
Parliamentary affairs.

The new stringent format
for the application to obtain the
permission for foreign visits
makes it mandatory for the  vis-
iting MP to provide all details of
the foreign host including his
"name, nationality, passport
number, profession, address, e-
mail address and mobile num-
ber." This is besides, providing

the "nature of hospitality-cash or
kind", purpose, duration of stay
and approximate expenditure.

The bill intends to make all
the details mandatory for
obtaining permission from the
Government.

"Application with complete
details in the prescribed form
(FC-2)  along with the invitation
letter from the host  be sent to
the Ministry of home
affairs,FCRA,division..", the bill
says. This is after all the appli-
cations are routed through the
Foreign Ministry. 

Lawmakers were issued
guidelines in 2017 about sharing
details of their foreign visits,
including the ones in personal

capacity, and the Parliament
Affairs Ministry in July 2019
reiterated them through a com-
munication, Rao said.

However, most MPs have
not adhered to the advisory for
want of an statutory require-
ment, he said.

"MPs are important public
functionaries and transparency
about their functioning, sources
of their income and expenses is
necessary to demonstrate their
financial integrity. From time-to-
time, Parliament has enacted
legislation and framed rules to
ensure that those elected to
Parliament uphold the cher-
ished ideal," he said.

The bill was introduced by
Rao on Friday to amend RP Act
1951 to make it mandatory for
MPs to disclose their foreign
trips to the Parliament secre-
tariat. 

Though private member's
bills are rarely passed, a discus-
sion on the proposed legislation
may allow BJP members to get
back at Congress as the BJP
Government has in the recent
past attacked Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi for his "secret"
foreign trips.

In October this year, the
party at a press conference
sought to know the details of his
"frequent" foreign visits  asking
if he was involved in some
secret operation.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has

attached assets worth over �34
crore of a Gujarat-based firm
under the anti-money laun-
dering law in connection with
an alleged bank fraud case. 

The ED probe pertains to
Biotor Industries Limited and
its managing director, Rajesh M
Kapadia, and others, which is
also being investigated by the
Gujarat police and the Central
Bureau of Investigation.  "The
probe revealed that the accused
had "misappropriated" funds to
the tune of about �250 crore by
preparing bogus bills and
invoices during 2007-2009, the
ED said in a statement.

"Arif Ismailbhai Memon,
owner of KGN Group of com-
panies, was instrumental in
preparing the circular paper
transactions for transferring
proceeds of crime in con-
nivance with Rajesh Kapadia
and others," it said.

By adopting fraudulent
methods, Memon parked the
proceeds of crime of about �62
crore in the accounts of the
KGN Group companies, it
alleged.

The agency has issued a
provisional order under the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) for
attachment of a land, plant and
machinery owned by KGN
Enterprise Ltd and Sailani
Agrotech Industries Ltd in
Hariyala village of Gujarat's
Kheda district and Memon's
residential property located at
Paldi in Ahmedabad.  The
total value of the assets frozen
under the latest order is �34.47
crore, it said.

The ED had earlier
attached assets of �149 crore
and has filed few charge sheets
in this case.
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The income-tax (I-T)
department has conducted

searches at 39 locations to
check alleged tax evasion by
brokers and traders operating
at the Bombay Stock Exchange
in transactions worth about
�3,500 crore. According to the
Central Board of Direct Taxes
(CBDT), on Saturday said raids
and survey operations were
undertaken on December 3 at
39 locations in Mumbai,
Kolkata, Kanpur, Delhi, Noida,
Gurugram, Hyderabad and
Ghaziabad.

The action was taken
against brokers and traders
who were involved in facili-
tating accommodation of prof-
its/losses through reversal
trades in illiquid stock options

in equity derivative segment
and also currency derivative
segment on the BSE, the CBDT
said in a statement.

"The action has unrav-
elled the entire modus operan-
di which has been adopted by
share brokers and traders to
trade into the liquid stock
options in equity derivative
segment and thereby generate
artificial losses/profit by exe-
cuting reversal trades in a very
short span of time," it said.

"By this contrived method-
ology, the unscrupulous enti-
ties have secured desired prof-
its/losses, which is estimated to
be more than �3,500 crore," the
CBDT said.

The action also resulted
into identification of the
wrongful long-term capital
gains taken in at least three

penny stocks listed on the
BSE, where the manipulated
profits utilised by the benefi-
ciaries aggregate to around
�2,000 crore, it said, adding
that unaccounted cash of �1.20
crore was also seized after the
raids.

The number of beneficia-
ries who have been benefitted
by these manipulated transac-
tions could be to the tune of a
few thousand scattered across
India and efforts are being
made to identify them as also
the corresponding quantum of
income evaded, the CBDT
said.

"Incriminating" evidence
recovered during the searches
and surveys is being examined
for determination of contra-
vention of the various direct
tax laws, it added.
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on Saturday

filed a chargesheet against two
ISIS suspects arrested by the
agency in connection with its
probe into the ISIS Kerala-
Tamil Nadu module case,
including the group master-
mind.

An NIA spokesperson on
Saturday said the anti-terror
probe agency filed the
chargesheet against Mohammad
Azarudeen and Sheik
Hidayatullah in a Special NIA
court in Ernakulum under sev-
eral sections of IPC and the
Unlawful (Activities) Prevention
Act (UAPA).

According to the NIA,
Azarudeen was the mastermind
of the Islamic State group's
Tamil Nadu module and he was
arrested from Coimbatore on

June 12 this year.
The NIA had arrested both

the accused the same day.
According to NIA officials,
Azarudeen was also a Facebook
friend of Zahran Hashim, the
alleged mastermind behind the
recent easter bombings in Sri
Lanka that left over 250 people
dead.

The Central probe agency
registered a case on May 30 this
year, taking suo motu action
against six accused from
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, based
on information that the accused
and their associates were prop-
agating the ideology of the pro-
scribed terrorist organization
ISIS/Daish on social media with

the intention of recruiting vul-
nerable youths in Kerala and
Tamil Nadu.

The spokesperson said that
during investigation, it was
revealed that Azarudheen and
Hidayathulla were propagating
violent extremist ideology since
2017. According to the NIA offi-
cials, Azarudeen was the leader
of the module and was also
maintaining a Facebook page
named "KhilafahGFX", through
which he had been propagating
the ideology of ISIS/ Daish.

"They organized several
secret classes at their houses
besides at other places in
Coimbatore, in support of the
ISIS/Daish. They also followed
the Sri Lankan ISIS/ Daish
leader Zahran Hashim, over
social media, while download-
ing and disseminating his
speeches in support of violent
jihad," he said.
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As cyclonic storm 'Pawan'
crossed over the Somalia

coast on Saturday and weakened
into a deep depression, the cal-
endar year 2019 has witnessed
11 cyclonic disturbances devel-
oped over the India Ocean, a
phenomenon recorded after 127
years. Such development was last
recorded in 1893.

Of the 11 cyclonic distur-
bances, five were developed
over the Arabian Sea while  four
of them turned into severe
intensity. Similarly, the Bay of
Bengal (BoB) witnessed three
cyclonic disturbances this year.
Of them, two developed into
severe intensity. "India will break
its previous record of having
been hit by the most number of
tropical cyclones in a year. Back-
to-back cyclones have caused

havoc and affected weather pat-
tern in Indian Sub Continent.
The maximum number of 10
cyclones developed over north
Indian Ocean during 1893, 1926,
1930 and 1976. The maximum
number of five cyclones with

four severe cyclones developed
over Arabian Sea during 1902,"
the India Meteorological
Department said.

The Arabian Sea has been
more active during 2019 with
the formation of seven cyclonic

disturbances against the normal
of 1.7 cyclonic disturbances per
year.  Of them, five have devel-
oped into severe or extensive
intensity cyclones against the
normal of 1 per year. 

The Bay of Bengal on the

wastern side remains relatively
quite with only three cyclones-
Pabuk, Fani and Bulbul this year. 

"Thus, the frequency of
cyclone storm observed over the
Arabian Sea during 2019 post
monsoon season equals the past
record of 1982 and 2011 when
four cyclonic disturbances CDs
developed in the post monsoon
season. It also equals the past
record of 1902 post monsoon
season with formation of three
cyclones including two severe
cyclones," it said.

According to the IMD,
Vayu in June,  Hikka in
September were severe intensi-
ty cyclonic storms, Maha
cyclone was put in extremely
severe cyclonic storm, Kyarr
was recognized as super cyclonic
storm while Pawan was put in
cyclonic storm only. 

The formation of cyclones

Kyarr and Maha simultaneous-
ly in end-October was consid-
ered to be an unusual occur-
rence observed last in 1965.
While, cyclone Maha turned
"extremely severe", cyclone Kyarr
intensified into a super cyclone
and dissipated near the coast of
Somalia. The last such occur-
rence (five cyclones) was
observed in 1902.

According to the IMD,
cyclone Pabuk over Andaman
Sea came during January 04
and 08 this year; the extreme-
ly severe cyclonic storm FANI
came over the Bengal during
April 26-May 04. Very severe
cyclonic storm Vayu came over
Very severe cyclonic storm
VAYU over the Arabian Sea
during 10-17 June. Very severe
cyclone Bulbul over the Bay of
Bengal came between
November 5 and 11. 

According to scientists,
warming of oceans is fuelling
stronger cyclones in the North
Indian Ocean, with increasing
potential energy available to
these cyclonic disturbances.
The systems also seem to have
intensified rapidly, most prob-
ably due to higher sea-surface
temperatures, which lead to an
increase in cyclonic wind
speeds.  Studies show that with
a rapidly warming Indian
Ocean, the frequency of severe
cyclones is expected to
increase.

The cyclonic activity
brought post-monsoon rain,
hitting agriculture in
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Madhya
Pradesh, Goa and Karnataka. Of
the seven cyclonic disturbances
over the Arabian Sea this year,
four were recorded post-mon-
soon.
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New Delhi: Robert Vadra, the
son-in-law of Congress chief
Sonia Gandhi, on Saturday
moved a Delhi court, seeking its
permission to travel abroad for
medical treatment and busi-
ness purposes.

Vadra is facing probe under
the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act, following alle-
gations of money laundering
related to purchase of a proper-
ty in London at 12, Bryanston
Square, worth 1.9 million
pounds.

Senior advocate K T S Tulsi,
appearing for Vadra, told Special
Judge Arvind Kumar that his
client wanted to travel to Spain
for two weeks from Dec 9.

Special Judge Arvind
Kumar directed the ED to file a
reply by Dec 9, when the court
will hear the matter, after the

agency sought time to file its
response.

In June, the court allowed
Vadra to travel to the US and the
Netherlands for six weeks on
account of health reasons. It,
however, did not allow him to go
to the United Kingdom.

The ED had expressed
apprehension that the accused
may destroy evidence if allowed
to go to the UK. Vadra was
directed on April 1 to not leave
the country without prior per-
mission by a court here which
had granted him conditional
anticipatory bail. PTI
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New Delhi: Two petitions were
filed on Saturday in the
Supreme Court seeking an SIT
probe into the killing of four
persons, arrested on charge of
gangrape and murder of a vet-
erinarian in Telangana, by
police in an alleged encounter
and compensation for their
families.

While the Public Interest
Litigation (PIL) filed by advo-
cate ML Sharma said that the
SIT probe should be monitored
by former apex court judges, a
separate petition filed by
lawyers G S Mani and Pradeep
Kumar Yadav said that inde-
pendent investigation against
concerned police officials
should be conducted.

Sharma alleged that it was
a case of "extra-judicial killings"
and sought prosecution of
policemen involved in the inci-
dent.

The PIL filed by Mani and
Yadav claimed that the alleged
encounter was "fake" and FIR
should be lodged against police
officials who were involved in
the incident.

"The incident is a clear vio-
lation of Article 21 (right to life
and fair trial) of the
Constitution of India. A per-
sons is innocent till guilt is
proved," Sharma said in his
PIL.

"However, in the present
case, four persons have been
declared guilty of gangrape
without any trial...," the plea
said.

Mani and Yadav, in their
separate PIL, said that no one
would support the accused
who are involved in gang rape
and murder cases against inno-
cent women.

"However, an investigat-
ing agency and officers even at

high level like Commissioner of
Police taking the law into their
hand, conducting fake
encounter and killing alleged
rape accused .... Without bring-
ing them before the court for
punishment is very unfortu-
nate," the plea said.

"No one including the
investigating agency like police
has right to punish any accused
without due process of law. The
court alone after applying all
the procedure and law and
affording an opportunity all the
right of free and fair trial and
hearing can impose punish-
ment of imprisonment or death
sentence," Mani and Yadav
said in their PIL.

In his plea, Sharma said it
is a killing in police custody
and "therefore all the police
officers involved" must be
arrested and prosecuted in
accordance with law after an

SIT probe by CBI.
Besides seeking court-

monitored SIT probe, the PIL
filed by Sharma also seeks
action against Samajwadi Party
lawmaker and Bollywood
actress Jaya Bachhan and
Chairperson of Delhi
Commission for Women Swati
Maliwal for alleged "provoca-
tion" and "pressuring police for
extrajudicial killing of arrested
persons in police custody with-
out trial."

The plea, which may come
up for hearing next week, also
seeks compensation of Rs 20
lakh each to the families of the
four accused killed in the pre-
dawn police encounter on
Friday

Telangana police on Friday
said that the accused were
killed in an exchange of fire
with police during the morn-
ing hours. PTI
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Jammu: The Congress' Jammu
& Kashmir unit on Saturday
accused the BJP-led central
Government of suppressing all
opposition voices through use of
police authority to "crush all
sorts of genuine dissent" in the
Union Territory.

Jammu & Kashmir Pradesh
Congress Committee (JKPCC)
chief spokesperson Ravinder
Sharma said the BJP's philoso-
phy of democracy is based on
"no space to Opposition".

"It (BJP) had already given
slogan of Congress-mukt Bharat
(India free of Congress) where-
as it has been attempting to
crush all Opposition forces. All
those against the BJP are dubbed
as threat to peace and against the
national interests and detained,"
Sharma said in a statement
here. "This is a replica of a sick
thinking which goes against the

glorious traditions and funda-
mental provisions of our
Constitution," he said, appar-
ently referring to the crack-
down on the Jammu and
Kashmir National Panthers
Party (JKNPP) which had called
for 'Jammu bandh' on Saturday.

According to officials, the
day-long 'Jammu bandh' to
protest internet shutdown failed
to evoke any response here as
JKNPP leader Harsh Dev Singh
was put under house arrest and
several others were detained.

Criticising the "authoritar-
ian approach" of the adminis-
tration at the "behest of the
Centre", Sharma said the
Congress has taken strong
exception to the "vindictive atti-
tude" towards opposition in all
matters such as withdrawing
security cover and "leaving no
scope or space to play their

democratic duty and rights
towards people".

"The party asked the
Government to tolerate the gen-
uine Opposition voices and
facilitate all sorts of political
activities to allow democracy to
flourish of which dissent is the
fundamental essence," the
Congress leader said. He also
sought immediate release of all
opposition leaders and workers
"detained without any justifica-
tion" simply for appealing the
people to respond to their call
for bandh.

JKNPP chairman and for-
mer minister Harsh Dev Singh
was detained along with sever-
al other associates on Friday
while he was trying to gather
support for the bandh to protest
internet shutdown after the
abrogation of Article 370 provi-
sions on August 5. PTI
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Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Saturday

said the Government is work-
ing on more steps, including
rationalisation of personal
income tax rates, to revive the
sagging economy.

The GDP growth slowed
down to more than six-year low
of 4.5 per cent in the second
quarter of the current fiscal
from 5 per cent recorded in the
first quarter.

The Government has taken
several measures during
August and September to boost
the economy, she said at the HT
Leadership Summit here.

Besides, she said, the pub-
lic sector banks have disbursed
nearly �5 lakh crore without
compromising on prudential
norms in the last two months
to boost consumption in the
hinterland.

“So there are ways in which
for giving stimulus for con-
sumption. We are adopting a
direct method and also the
method through which we are
spending on infrastructure,
whose spillover can go to core
industries labour and so on,”
she said.

Asked if there could be
more measures announced to
bolster economic activity, she
said, “If I say yes, it will be

when and if I say yes it’s also
going to be back to me saying
are you not too close to the
budget. So I don’t want to say

yes although I am wishing I can
say. At the same time, I will not
say no, because we are working
on more.”

When asked if the
Government is considering
rationalisation of the personal
income tax rate for putting
more money in the hands of
people, the Finance Minister
said, “One among many things
that we are thinking of.”

Following the reduction
in corporate tax in September,
there has been a growing
demand for a slash in the per-
sonal income tax to buttress
consumption.

In the biggest reduction in
28 years, the Government in

September slashed corporate
tax rates up to 10 percentage
points as it looked to pull the
economy out of a six-year low
growth with a �1.45 lakh crore
tax break.

Base corporate tax for
existing companies has been
reduced to 22 per cent from 30
per cent, and to 15 per cent
from 25 per cent for new man-
ufacturing firms incorporated
after October 1, 2019, and
starting operations before
March 31, 2023.

Assuring that there will
be no harassment of taxpayers,
Sitharaman said the intent of
the government is to further
simplify taxation systems

including removal of exemp-
tion. Citing the example of cor-
porate tax, she said, “From now
on, they’re moving towards a
greater simplified and exemp-
tion free. Therefore, has
harassment-free therefore sub-
jective interpretation free tax-
ation regime.”

Besides, she said the gov-
ernment has introduced face-
less assessment of direct tax
and soon this will be intro-
duced in indirect tax to elimi-
nate harassment.

On the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) the Finance Minister
said, the rate structure will have
to be decided by the GST
Council.
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Homebuyers and lenders of
Jaypee Infratech will vote

simultaneously on bids of both
state-owned NBCC Ltd and
private sector firm Suraksha
Realty to acquire the bankrupt
realty firm, sources said.

In a meeting of financial
creditors held here on Saturday,
it was decided that the voting
process will start on December
10 and end on December 16.
Both the contenders were asked
to submit their revised bids by
11 pm Saturday night, the
sources said.

This is the third round of
bidding process, which has
been initiated on the direction
of the apex court.

During the meeting of
Committee of Creditors (CoC),
sources said ICICI and Axis
Bank opposed the decision to
put both the resolution plans to
vote at the same time as they
wanted the bid of highest bid-
der (H1) to be the first.

However, lenders could
not finalise on H1 and H2 (sec-
ond highest bidder) and there-
fore decided to opt for simul-

taneous voting.
As many as 13 banks and

over 23,000 homebuyers have
voting rights in the CoC.
Buyers have around 58 per cent
votes. For a bid to be approved,
66 per cent votes are required.

If bids of both the parties
are approved in the voting
process, then winner will be
decided on the basis of higher
vote numbers, the sources said.

Homebuyers claim
amounting to over �13,000
crore has been admitted by
Interim Resolution Professional
(IRP) Anuj Jain, 
while banks claim is worth
�9,800 crore.

In the meeting, Suraksha
Realty further improved its
bid to acquire Jaypee Infratech
by offering more land and
upfront cash to lenders. It has
increased upfront payment to
lenders to �190 crore from
�175 crore offered in its revised
offer submitted on December
3. The land-debt swap deal has
also been improved to 2,275
acre from 2,220 acre.

NBCC in its revised bid on
December 3 had offered 1,526
acres of land to lenders.
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Telecom operator Bharti
Airtel has removed cap

from free outgoing calls on
other networks 
under its new plans for pre-
paid customers 
that came into effect from
December 3.

The company had earlier
capped outgoing calls to net-
work of other telecom opera-
tor to 1,000 minutes in case of
plans with 28 days validity,
3,000 in 84 days validity plans
and 12,000 in 365 days validi-
ty plan. Beyond this limit, cus-
tomers were required to pay 6
paisa per minute for 
outgoing calls.
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The Department for
Promotion of Industry and

Internal trade (DPIIT) is exam-
ining the responses by the e-
commerce companies, like
Flipkart and Amazon, on com-
plaints over predatory pricing
and if required will ask them
for further clarification, accord-
ing to a senior government offi-
cial, here on Saturday.

“They (the e-commerce
companies) have filed one set
of replies after we gave them
one set of questions. It’s under
examination. Further ques-
tions will be sent to them if we
are not satisfied with their
replies,” the source said.

Some e-commerce com-
panies with foreign direct
investment (FDI) were facing
complaints regarding predato-
ry pricing, the source said.

Online retailers, Amazon
and Flipkart, have also met
DPIIT officials over predatory
pricing allegations against them
by the Confederation of All
India Traders (CAIT).

The CAIT has complained
of deep discounting, predato-
ry pricing, exclusivity, pro-
moting preferred sellers on
their platforms, which it said
were against the FDI policy.
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Startups are going to play a
major role to make India a

$5 trillion economy, former
Union Minister and BJP MP
Suresh Prabhu said on
Saturday.

“So, when we talk about $5
trillion economy, it will be
largely from the startups. It is
inevitably bound to happen all

over the world, thankfully our
prime minister realised it and
had that vision to understand
the changing economic sce-
nario of the Indian economy,”
Prabhu said here at an event.

The economic growth will
come from both the existing
industries as well as from those
companies that are going to
come up in the future, he
added. ��
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Washington: The United
States’ headline unemployment
rate fell by one-tenth of a per-
centage point in November to
3.5 per cent, matching the low-
est level in a half century,
while the number of new jobs
added last month — 2,66,000
— far exceeded economists’
expectations.

Those latest figures came
from the Labour Department’s
monthly “The Employment
Situation” report, released on
Friday, Efe news reported.

Hiring was particularly
strong in November in the

health care, leisure and hospi-
tality and transportation and
warehousing sectors. 

The conclusion of an
October strike by General
Motors’ workers also helped
give a boost to the labour mar-
ket last month.

The Labour Department’s
Bureau of Labour Statistics
said non-farm payrolls grew by
2,66,000 last month and that
job growth has averaged
1,80,000 a month so far in
2019, down from an average
monthly gain of 2,23,000 last
year. IANS
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Alleging that some private
banks were trying to mis-

lead a section of depositors of
the three state-run banks which
will be merged into an entity by
telling them to shift their
deposits, a top UBI official on
Saturday said that the pro-
posed amalgamated lender will

retain the “sovereign status”.
In the biggest consolidation

exercise in the banking space,
the Centre had announced
that the United Bank of India
and Oriental Bank of
Commerce would be merged
with Punjab National Bank,
making the proposed entity the
second largest public sector
bank (PSB).
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The White House on Friday
informed the House

Democrats that it would not
participate in the impeach-
ment proceedings against
President Donald Trump.

In a letter to House
Judiciary Committee, Jerrold
Nadler, White House Counsel
Pat Cipollone said it would be
a "reckless abuse of power" for
them to adopt the articles of
impeachment.

This "would constitute the
most unjust, highly partisan,
and unconstitutional attempt at
impeachment in our Nation’s
history," he said in a one-page
letter.

"As the President has
recently stated: ‘if you are going
to impeach me, do it now, fast,
so we can have a fair trial in the
Senate’," he wrote and slammed
the ongoing impeachment
inquiry as "completely base-
less." 

It violates "basic principles
of due process and fundamen-
tal fairness," the White House
Counsel said.

Expressing disappointment
over the White House
response, Nadler said that
American people deserve
answers from Trump. 

"The House invited, and
then subpoenaed, his top advi-

sors. The President ordered
them not to show and contin-
ues to block key evidence from
Congress. We are disappointed
that the President has once
again failed to provide those
answers here," he said. 

"We gave President Trump
a fair opportunity to question
witnesses and present his own
to address the overwhelming
evidence before us. After lis-
tening to him complain about
the impeachment process, we
had hoped that he might accept
our invitation," Nadler
added."If the President has no
good response to the allega-
tions, then he would not want
to appear before the
Committee. Having declined
this opportunity, he cannot
claim that the process is unfair.
The President’s failure will not
prevent us from carrying out
our solemn constitutional

duty," Nadler said.
Nadler has scheduled a

Monday morning hearing at
which members will hear "pre-
sentations of evidence" from
attorneys for the House Judiciary
and Intelligence committee. 

Last week, Nadler had
asked White House to partici-
pate in the impeachment hear-
ings. In his letter, Cipollone said
House Democrats had wasted
enough of America’s time with
this "charade".

"You should end this
inquiry now and not waste
even more time with addi-
tional hearings. Adopting arti-
cles of impeachment would be
a reckless abuse of power by
House Democrats, and would
constitute the most unjust,
highly partisan, and unconsti-
tutional attempt at impeach-
ment in our Nation’s history,"
he said. 
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Usman Khan, the convicted
terrorist of Pakistani origin

who was shot dead during last
week’s terror attack in London,
has been buried in his family’s
ancestral village in Pakistan-
occupied Kashmir, according
to a media report on Saturday.

Talking to Dawn
Newspaper, the General
Manager, public relations, of
Pakistan International Airlines
Abdul Hafeez said Khan’s body
was flown to Islamabad from
London and then handed over
to his family on Friday.

Khan’s relatives drove body to
Kotli in Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir, the daily reported.
Funeral was held and Khan was
buried in the evening, the daily said.

Khan, 28, stabbed and
killed two people in  London
Bridge terrorist attack He was
later identified as a convicted ter-
rorist who was jailed seven
years ago over a plot to bomb the
London Stock Exchange and
build a terrorist training camp
on land owned by his family in
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir.

He had also discussed stag-
ing a Mumbai-style attack on the
UK Parliament, and was
described by the UK judge who
sentenced him for terrorism
offences in 2012 as an ongoing
risk to the public with a "serious,
long term venture in terrorism".
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629 girls and women from
across Pakistan who were

sold as brides to Chinese men
and taken to China.

The list, obtained by The
Associated Press, was com-

piled by Pakistani investigators
determined to break up traf-
ficking networks exploiting the
country’s poor and vulnerable.

The list gives the most
concrete figure yet for the
number of women caught up in
the trafficking schemes since
2018.

But since the time it was
put together in June, investi-
gators’ aggressive drive against
the networks has largely
ground to a halt. Officials with

knowledge of the investigations
say that is because of pressure
from Government officials
fearful of hurting Pakistan’s
lucrative ties to Beijing.

The biggest case against
traffickers has fallen apart. In
October, a court in Faisalabad
acquitted 31 Chinese nationals
charged in connection with
trafficking.

Several of the women who
had initially been interviewed
by police refused to testify
because they were either threat-
ened or bribed into silence,
according to a court official and
a police investigator familiar
with the case. The two spoke on
condition of anonymity
because they feared retribution
for speaking out.
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Washington resumed talks
with the Taliban in Qatar

Saturday, a US source said,
three months after President
Donald Trump abruptly halted
diplomatic efforts that could
end America’s longest war.

In September, the United
States and the Taliban had
appeared on the verge of sign-
ing a deal that would have seen
Washington begin withdrawing
thousands of troops in return
for security guarantees.

It was also expected to
pave the way towards direct
talks between the Taliban and
the Government in Kabul and,
ultimately, a possible peace
agreement after more than 18
years of war.

But that same month,
Trump abruptly called the year-
long effort "dead" and withdrew
an invitation to the insurgents
to join secret  talks at his US
retreat at Camp David after the
killing of an American soldier.

"The US rejoined talks
today in Doha. The focus of
discussion will be reduction of
violence that leads to intra-
Afghan negotiations and a
ceasefire," said the US source
briefed on efforts to end almost
two decades of war in
Afghanistan.

During a surprise visit to a
US military base in

Afghanistan last week, Trump
said the Taliban "wants to make
a deal." Even during the stall in
talks, US negotiator Zalmay
Khalilzad has in recent weeks
made a whistle-stop tour of
nations with a stake in Afghan
peace, including Pakistan.

He recently arranged a
captive swap in which the
Taliban released an American
and an Australian academic
whom they had held hostage
for three years. The Taliban
have until now refused to nego-
tiate with the Afghan govern-
ment, which they consider an
illegitimate regime.

In a nod to concerns raised
by Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani, the State Department
voiced support for a ceasefire
- a key priority for Kabul
before it enters negotiations
with the Islamist insurgents.

"Ambassador Khalilzad
will rejoin talks with the
Taliban to discuss steps that
could lead to intra-Afghan
negotiations and a peaceful
settlement of the war, specifi-
cally a reduction in violence
that leads to a ceasefire," the
State Department said on
Wednesday as it announced the
resumption of efforts to end the
conflict. Washington had
sought to seal a political deal
with the Taliban ahead of
September’s elections in
Afghanistan.
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An armed drone targeted the
home of Iraqi cleric

Moqtada Sadr on Saturday,
hours after his supporters
deployed in Baghdad in
response to an attack that left
17 protesters dead.

The developments marked
a worrying turn for the anti-
Government protests rocking
Iraq since October, the coun-
try’s largest and deadliest grass-
roots movement in decades.

The mostly young pro-
testers in the capital’s iconic
Tahrir Square had long feared
a spiral into chaos, and on
Friday it appeared their appre-
hensions were well-placed.

After nightfall, armed men
on pick-up trucks attacked a
large building where protesters
had been camped out for weeks
near the capital’s Al-Sinek
bridge.

Security forces deployed
on the bridge itself did not
intervene, witnesses said, as the
attackers ousted protesters
from the building in a volley of
gunfire.

At least 17 people were
killed and dozens more wound-
ed, medics told AFP, with
ambulances shuttling teenagers
suffering gunshot and stab
wounds to nearby field clinics.

Panicked demonstrators
rushed out into the street,

sending out calls through social
media for people to come to
their main gathering place in
Tahrir Square.

By Saturday morning,
hundreds had arrived.

"I came after the incident
and there were tons of people
in Tahrir and by Al-Sinek," one
demonstrator told AFP.

Many of the new arrivals
were suspected to be members
of Saraya al-Salam (Peace
Brigades), the paramilitary
group headed by Sadr.

They are nicknamed "blue
helmets" for the headgear they
typically wear, and witnesses
said they were visible in large
numbers in Tahrir before dawn
on Saturday.

A source within Saraya
told AFP one of its own
members had died in the
overnight clash, and that
more unarmed members had
been sent to Tahrir "to protect
protesters."

Sadr has backed the
protests, but demonstrators
have been wary of his support
as they feared it could pave the
way for confrontations with
pro-government forces.

Early Saturday, a drone
dropped a bomb on his home
in the shrine city of Najaf, dam-
aging the exterior wall, sources
within his party told AFP.

Sadr, a notoriously versa-
tile figure, is currently in Iran.
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The two men vying to be
British Prime Minister in

next week’s election exchanged
trademark blows Friday over
the familiar faultlines of Brexit
and healthcare in the final
head-to-head TV debate of

the month-old campaign.
In a lacklustre hour-long

battle largely devoid of stand-
out moments, Prime Minister
Boris Johnson repeatedly crit-
icised Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn’s failure to say if he
supports Britain leaving the EU
while talking up his agenda.

"We have a fantastic plan to
get Brexit done," Johnson said,
referring to a divorce deal he
finalised with EU leaders in
October.

"How can you get. A new
deal from Brussels for Brexit, if
you don’t actually believe in it?"
he added, referring to Corbyn’s
vow to remain neutral in a sec-
ond EU referendum he wants
to hold within six months.

The Labour leader is
proposing to negotiate a soft-
er form of Brexit to put up
against remaining in the bloc in
the vote. He said Johnson’s
vow to strike trade deals with
both the European 

Union and the United
States next year were unrealis-
tic, and that Britain’s cher-
ished national health service
(NHS) was under threat. "What
he will do is walk out of a rela-
tionship with the EU into a
relationship with nobody,"
Corbyn said.

Corbyn has spent the cam-
paign lagging in the polls and

was in need of a breakthrough
moment, but often found him-
self on the defensive on Brexit
and other issues.

A snap poll by YouGov
found the debate, the second
head-to-head between the pair,
was a draw, but that those ques-
tioned found Corbyn more
trustworthy.

"Given the Conservatives
went into this debate in the lead,
they will hope the lack of a
knockout blow means they can
maintain this until voting day,"
said Chris Curtis, YouGov’s
Political Research Manager.

Johnson called the snap
election -- the third in Britain
in nearly five years -- last
month to try to get a parlia-
mentary majority which would
enable him to secure backing
for his divorce deal.

Voting takes place next
Thursday. The Britain Elects
poll aggregator puts the
Conservatives on 42 per cent,
Labour on 33 per cent and the
Liberal Democrats on 13 per-
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Thousands rallied in support
of Aung San Suu Kyi in

Myanmar Saturday, on the eve
of her departure for the UN’s
top court to defend Myanmar
against charges of genocide
against Rohingya Muslims.

The raucous rally in the cap-
ital Naypyidaw came as China’s
Foreign Minister arrived for a
visit at Suu Kyi’s invitation.

Analysts say Beijing’s per-
manent seat on the UN
Security Council and its veto
vote - makes it a valuable ally
as Myanmar faces intensifying
scrutiny over its treatment of
the Rohingya.

Once-lauded democracy
champion Suu Kyi’s shock deci-
sion to face the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) next
week to defend Myanmar

against charges it committed
genocide against the Muslim
minority risks further damag-
ing her already tattered over-
seas reputation.

But domestically "The
Lady" remains revered, and
the resolve of her supporters
has only hardened in the lead-
up to the ICJ hearing scheduled
for December 10-12.

"We are proud of her tak-
ing accountability. By going to
The Hague to protect the
nation’s image," shouted promi-
nent writer Htin Lin Oo into a
microphone in front of a ban-
ner emblazoned with the words
"We stand with our
leader"."Our blood shall come
together and unite us when it
is important," he shouted to a
cheering crowd, who hoisted
colourful artwork of Suu Kyi in
the air.
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India told a high-level event
on peacekeeping that work-

ing in partnerships is key to
successful peacekeeping,
underlining that professional
competence of those engaged
in all aspects of this global
enterprise cannot be substitut-
ed or compromised. 

India along with Portugal,
Senegal, Uruguay and Vietnam
co-hosted the high-level event
‘Improving peacekeeping perfor-
mance: A year since UNSCR
2436’ initiated by the US here
Friday. 

UN Secretary General
Antonio Guterres thanked the
US and the event’s co-hosts,
India, Portugal, Senegal,
Uruguay and Vietnam, for con-
vening the event and for their
support to United Nations
peacekeeping operations.

“India believes that even
while broad participation in
peacekeeping is important to
enhance global solidarity, there
can be no substitute for pro-
fessional competence of those
engaged in all aspects of this
global enterprise,” India’s
Permanent Representative to
the UN Ambassador Syed
Akbaruddin said in his address
at the event. “Working in part-
nerships is key to successful
peacekeeping.”

He stressed that guidelines
require that the Peacekeeping
Capability Readiness System

(PCRS) should be the sole
mechanism for the selection of
a military or police unit for
deployment. 

“A diversity in terms of
deployment needs is under-
standable, and some variations
are inevitable. However, choic-
es and selections need to be
made from within the same
spectrum of options,” he said,
adding that those not part of
the PCRS are best avoided.

Akbaruddin also high-
lighted that in selection, units
without caveats should have
precedence over units pledged
with caveats, “as these will not
tie down the hands of Force
Commander in operational
decisions. 

“In short, we need to have
a ‘selection policy’ that is a nat-
ural extension of the PCRS to
ensure that the most ready,
capable, well-equipped and
willing contingents are select-
ed for deployment,” he said.

He also stressed on the
need for instances of under-
performance to be assessed,
saying such assessment needs
to examine whether there were
units available at higher levels
in PCRS that were overlooked 

during selection; whether
caveats have impacted perfor-
mance; whether poor perfor-
mance is due to lack of
resources, including equip-
ment; or whether the mandate,
including guidelines, were not
clear, resulting in unsatisfacto-
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Saudi Arabia sought to dis-
tance itself Saturday from a

student who carried out a fatal
shooting at an American naval
base, as it seeks to repair its
image of being an exporter of
Islamic extremism.

The Saudi military stu-
dent reportedly condemned
the US as a "nation of evil"
before going on a rampage
Friday at Naval Air Station
Pensacola in Florida, killing
three people and wounding
eight.

The shooting marks a set-
back in the kingdom’s efforts to
shrug off its longstanding rep-
utation for promoting reli-
gious extremism after the
September 11, 2001 attacks in
which 15 of the 19 hijackers
were Saudis.

The hashtag "Saudis stand
with America" gained traction
on social media after King
Salman telephoned President
Donald Trump to denounce
the shooting as "heinous" and
pledge cooperation with
American officials to investi-
gate the incident.

The king added in the
phone call on Friday that the
shooter, who was gunned down
by police, "does not represent
the Saudi people", a sentiment
echoed by other officials.

"Like many other Saudi
military personnel, I was
trained in a US military base,
and we used that valuable
training to fight side by side
with our American allies
against terrorism and other
threats," 
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US President Donald Trump
said Friday he would not

proceed with his stated plans to
designate Mexican drug cartels
as terror groups following a
request from his counterpart
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador.

Trump called for a "war"
on the cartels last month after
the killings of nine women and
children from a US-Mexican

Mormon community.
The case brought fresh

attention to cartel violence in
Mexico and leftist president
Lopez Obrador’s struggles to
rein in bloodshed, but south of
the border the US plans were
seen as unwanted meddling.

Mexican officials asked for
clarification on Trump’s plans,
and said they wanted to make
progress on efforts to stem the
flow of weapons and money

from the United States to crim-
inal gangs in Mexico.

Foreign Minister Marcelo
Ebrard had reacted more force-
fully, saying: "Mexico will never
allow any action that means a
violation of its national sover-
eignty." While Trump said in a
tweet Friday evening that "all
necessary work has been com-
pleted to declare Mexican
Cartels terrorist organizations,"
he said 
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India will look for an improved
show in the bowling and fielding
departments to match their stupen-

dous batting performance when they
face the West Indies in the second
game, eyeing to wrap up yet another
T20 series here today.

In the last 13 months, India have
played the West Indies in six T20Is
with the hosts coming up trumps every
single time.

A win today will not only help
India seal their second series in the
shortest format after beating
Bangladesh 2-1 last month but also
give them a chance to tests the fringe
players as they continue their prepa-
ration for the T20 World Cup.

India pulled off their highest suc-
cessful run chase in a T20I on Friday
night as they chased down a challeng-
ing 207 for 5, posted by the Windies,
in 18.4 overs.

If KL Rahul set the platform with
a 40-ball 62, skipper Virat Kohli fin-
ished the job with a career-best 94 not
out.

Rahul looked in sublime touch as
he made a case for himself with his
well-compiled half-century after being
promoted to open in the absence of the
injured Shikhar Dhawan.

The Karnataka batsman became
the third fastest man to complete 1,000
runs in T20 internationals in 29
innings on way to his half-century and
he will look to continue his good run.

Underfire Rishabh Pant too pro-
duced two big sixes before being

holed out at long off and the wicket-
keeper batsman, who has come under
the scanner for his inconsistent form
with the bat and poor glove work, will
look to grab such opportunities more
often.

While the batting led by Kohli put
up a good show, the bowlers found
themselves at the receiving end of
some power-hitting by Evin Lewis,

Shimron Hetmyer and captain Kieron
Pollard.

Deepak Chahar, who was impres-
sive in the preceding series against
South Africa and Bangladesh, found
the going tough as the West Indian
batsman went after him. He took one
wicket but gave away 54 runs and he
will look to execute things better
today. 

Returning to the side’s T20 setup,
Bhuvneshwar Kumar went wicketless,
bleeding 36 runs in his four overs but
the weakest link in India’s bowling
seems to be Washington Sundar, who
has failed to provide the break-
throughs, claiming just two wickets in
his last six games.

The 20-year-old from Chennai got
the stick from the Windies batsmen

and it remains to be seen if India sticks
to the same bowling unit or brings in
wrist spinner Kuldeep Yadav.

In the fielding department too,
India were far from impressive with
Sundar and Rohit Sharma dropping a
few catches apart from numerous

misfields and the
hosts will look to
quickly pull up
their socks.

The Windies,
on the other hand,

will be desperate to bounce back and
keep the series alive but for that they
will have to find a way to stop the
Indian batsmen, led by Kohli.

The visiting team’s bowlers
appeared clueless as Kohli went on the
overdrive in Hyderabad.

Pacer Kesrick Williams conceded
60 runs from 3.4 overs and would be
lucky to keep a place in the playing XI
on Sunday.

Skipper Kieron Pollard would
want the experienced Jason Holder
(46/0) and Sheldon Cottrell (1/24) to
provide wickets in the initial overs to
stymie a formidable Indian batting
unit.

The visitors also gave away 23 runs
in extras, an area which needs imme-
diate attention if they have to put India
under pressure.

The Windies captain admitted
that his side failed to execute its plans
properly and would hope for an
improved performance if they have to
take the series to the decider and
avenge their 0-3 loss to the same oppo-
nent in their own backyard in August.
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Six-time Formula
One champion

Lewis Hamilton rates
the 2019 season as
“the best” of his dec-
orated career, on and
off the circuit.

The 34-year-old
Mercedes driver
reflected on his stun-
ning season in Paris
before Friday’s FIA
awards ceremony.

“It has been the
best year I would say of my career I am really proud
of what we have achieved as a team,” said Hamilton,
who is now just one title shy of the record seven
world championships held by Michael Schumacher.

The season concluded in Abu Dhabi last
Sunday with Hamilton winning his 11th race of the
campaign and the 84th of his career.

Despite his repeated brilliance behind the wheel
he said it was his life off the track that had made
2019 all that more special.

“The season as a whole was as strong as the last
I can remember.

“More so from the outside, just being happi-
er.

“Happier in collaboration with the team, in
terms of team work, the doors that I have opened
in terms of doing fashion that I have been well
received and accepted.”

Hamilton has one year left on his contract with
Mercedes before he has to decide whether to end
his career with the German team or take up a new
challenge at Ferrari.
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James Anderson was recalled by England on Saturday
for their upcoming tour of South Africa after recov-

ering from a calf injury, while his fellow bowler Mark
Wood and wicketkeeper Jonny Bairstow also returned
to the squad.

The 37-year-old Anderson, England’s all-time
leading wicket-taker, last played internationally in the
first Ashes Test against Australia at Edgbaston in August
before pulling up after bowling only four overs.

Bairstow, who has played 69 Tests, was left out of
the recent Test tour of New Zealand but was named in
the 17-man squad.

Fast bowler Wood is also back in the fold after sit-
ting out of the 2-2 Ashes draw with a knee injury and
side strain suffered during England’s victorious World
Cup campaign.

“It is not predicted that Mark (Wood) will be avail-
able for selection for the earliest matches,” said England
national selector Ed Smith.

“However, he will travel with the team and contin-
ue his rehab work with the medical staff on tour.

“There is no exact date given for his return,
but the medical team is working towards him
becoming fully available for selection during
the tour.”

Smith confirmed that off-spinner Moeen
Ali remains unavailable after asking to take
a break from Test cricket.

The opening match of the four-Test
series starts on December 26 at

Centurion.
Uncapped seamer Saqib

Mahmood missed out after being part
of the squad in New Zealand.

Squad: Joe Root (capt), James
Anderson, Jofra Archer, Jonny
Bairstow, Stuart Broad, Rory Burns, Jos
Buttler, Zak Crawley, Sam Curran, Joe
Denly, Jack Leach, Matthew

Parkinson, Ollie Pope, Dominic Sibley,
Ben Stokes, Chris Woakes, Mark Wood.
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Awar has erupted in the All
Indian Chess Federation

(AICF) after its President PR
Venketrama Raja on Saturday
served a showcause notice on
the Federation’s all-powerful
secretary Bharat Singh
Chauhan for committing some
technical irregularity in deci-
sion-making. Obviously, the
Raja faction has hit back on
Chauhan for siding with
Grandmaster Dibyendu Barua
in his crusade to clean up the
affairs of West Bengal chess.

Barua had accused West
Bengal chess association secre-
tary Atnau Lahiri of engaging
in corruption and diverting
state fund for chess promotion
to his (Lahiri’s) company Global
Chess. Barua had also accused
Lahiri of banning several top
players for criticizing his han-
dling of the chess affairs. 

While Chauhan sided with
Barua and chess players, Raja
formed three-member com-
mittee to probe Barua’s charges.
Interestingly, he kept Chauhan
outside the committee though
as per AICF constitution
Secretary has to be part of all
such committees. 

Barua has objected to the
composition of the probe com-

mittee contending that in-house
committee can never fairly
probe alleged misconduct of
another office-bearer of the
Federation. Incidentally, Lahiri
is joint secretary of the AICF.

As apprehended by Barua
and Chauhan, the three-mem-
ber committee gave clean chit
to Lahiri and authorized him to
conduct the election of the
state chess association. Barua
approached the Kolkata High
Court against the order. In a
major setback to the AICF, the
court appointed two adminis-
trators to conduct the elec-
tions.

Meanwhile, in another
major embarrassment for the
Raja faction of the AICF, the
Sports Authority of India (SAI)
found that Lahiri had submit-
ted fake utilization certification
of a national event organized
the state association. SAI found
that the signature of the char-
tered account was forged. It
asked the AICF to look into the
matter and take appropriate
action.

In view of the SAI directive,
Raja referred the matter to the
same committee which had
given clean chit to Lahiri and
also asked Chauhan to attend its
meeting on December 5,
Chauhan refused to attend the

meeting, asked for setting up a
new committee, and suggested
that the AICF should file a FIR
for faking the utilization certifi-
cate. 

In his letter to Raja,
Chauhan also pointed out that
he had raised the issue of the
forged utilization certificate in
the past but nothing was done
against Lahiri.

Irked by Chauhan’s defi-
ance, Raja had now acted
against the Secreaty, triggering
a full-scale war within the
AICF. Chauhan enjoys major-
ity support in the Federation
and could count on the backing
of most leading chess players.
He has convened a meeting of
the general body of the
Federation on December 22
when he could announce the
date of the next election of the
office bearers. 

When contacted by The
Pioneer, Chauhan said he would
not comment on the develop-
ment, but he can confirm that
he has received a show cause
letter from the President.

“At this stage I would not
say anything. I’ve always stood
by players and continue to do
that. We should treat a player
like Dibyendu Barua with a lit-
tle more respect and gratitude,”
he said. 
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Handed a chance to open
the innings for India in

the T20I series against the
West Indies, star player KL
Rahul said he is looking to
make the most of the oppor-
tunities but doesn’t want to
worry about sealing his T20
World Cup berth.

The India team is contin-
uing its preparations for next
year’s T20 World Cup and
many players, whose places
are not yet secured, are try-
ing to impress the selectors
with their performances
against the West Indies. 

Rahul, who was promot-
ed as an opener in the
absence of injured Shikhar
Dhawan, grasped the chance
with both hands by scoring a
40-ball 62 to help India
record their highest success-
ful run chase on Friday.

“It’s (T20 Wolrd Cup) a
long way honestly. I have got
the opportunity to bat top of
the order again after a couple
of series, so looking forward
to just making the best use of
it,” Rahul said at the post
match press conference.

“Today was a good out-
ing, good hit in the middle
and hopefully I can continue
the same thing without wor-
rying about October next
year. There are a lot of games
before that.”

The 27-year-old stylish
batsman from Karnataka said
despite both the teams scor-
ing 200 plus runs, the wick-
et on offer at the Rajiv
Gandhi International
Stadium here wasn’t the eas-
iest wicket to bat.

“The wicket wasn’t bad,
both teams scored 200 plus
and we chased it in 19 overs
but it wasn’t the easiest wick-
et to bat on,” Rahul said.

India won the game by
six wickets but they were far
from impressive on the field
with Rohit Sharma and
Washington Sundar drop-
ping a few catches.

Rahul said for a fielder it

�(/�1(A%�: It was in May earlier this year that
Croatian Igor Stimac was appointed as the head
coach of the Indian National Team and on Friday,
he assessed his time in India till now and looked
back at his tenure so far with the Blue Tigers in
a live Q&A session on Facebook.

Stimac stated that “he already feels like
home” in the country and stated that there is
already a marked difference in the quality of foot-
ball played by his side.

“We have just started our work in the last
six months,” he said. “There is a great difference
now in the quality of our game and one can look
at the statistics and facts to see it. For example,
we now have seven players who can cover over
12,000 metres in a match, including 1,000 metres
of sprints.”

“We have had a great few games and some
tough ones as well. The toughest games are where
you are considered favourites and now I can eas-
ily say that India has become a team that is dif-
ficult to beat. We need to mature our game and
continue putting in quality work in order to keep
moving forward.”

The Head Coach pointed out the improved
defensive record of the Blue Tigers, citing the
number of goals conceded in the first five FIFA
World Cup 2022 qualifiers.

Stimac’s tenure has seen a number of play-
ers take their senior team bows, with a signifi-
cant portion of them establishing themselves as
regular names on the Indian team sheet. The
Croat shared his point of view on team selection
and stressed on the importance of consistency
in a player’s performance.

“I do not see if a player is young or old —
for me, it’s either good or not good enough. The
door is open to everyone. There are 11 players
in the starting line-up & 23 on the team-sheet.
The best performers will get a chance but they
have to be consistent. The good performance
needs to be maintained for the whole season and
there needs to be a degree of continuity.”

The Head Coach also shed light on the work
being done off the pitch as well and spoke about
the plans for the near future, including friend-
ly matches for the national team in Europe. “Not
many people know what we are working on
when there are no games. I have dedicated
myself a million percent into the job. It’s
not just about choosing 23 players and
having training sessions,” he said.

“A lot of work has been done in the
last six months and so many meetings have
taken place with everyone involved in the
Indian football family. Preparing players
is a long process. We are doing good
work and it goes at a certain speed.
However, other countries are also
working and we need to speed up and
all push together in the same direction.
With our efforts, we can get there,” he
maintained. PNS

A�1%�.�.: Last season runners-up
East Bengal needed a late equalis-
er to earn a 1-1 draw against a
gritty Punjab FC side in an I-
League match the Guru Nanak
Stadium here on Saturday.

Danilo Augusto put the home
side ahead in the 13th minute and
it looked like Punjab FC would
run away with all the three points
from the match before Juan Mera
saved the day for the Kolkata
giants with an 84th minute
equaliser.

Punjab FC coach Yan Law
made a host of changes from his
side that lost 0-3 to Churchill
Brothers FC in their opening
match of the season. Kiran Kumar
Limbu started at the goal instead
of Bhaskar Roy.

Samuel Shadap was slotted
into the backline in place of the
suspended Anwar Ali. Punjab
captain Sanju Pradhan retained
his place in the line-up with Bali
Gagandeep getting the nod
upfront, starting with Aser
Dipanda Dicka.

East Bengal coach Alejandro
Menendez Garcia named a large-
ly unchanged line-up from his
side that drew 1-1 at home against
Real Kashmir FC, with the only
change being Samad Ali Mallick
starting in place of Kamalpreet

Singh in defence.
The Kolkata side had a gold-

en opportunity to take the lead in
the 10th minute when Pintu
Mahaha delivered an inch-perfect
cross into the box for Jaime
Santos Colado, who was com-
pletely unmarked. The Spaniard
triggered a shot from point-blank
range, but it was kept out brilliant-
ly by the outstretched legs of
Kumar Limbu at the Punjab goal.

In the 13th minute, however,
Punjab took the lead as Augusto
headed in from a Sanju Pradhan's
free-kick, completely catching
the East Bengal defence off guard.

The Red and Golds tried
making inroads and pushed for an
equaliser but the Punjab side
were up to the task as they went
in at half-time a goal in front.

In the second half, Punjab
kept defending in compact spaces
as East Bengal struggled to pen-
etrate through the final third,
often finding it difficult to get out
of their own half.

The equaliser, however, did
arrive six minutes from regulation
time when Juan Mera took a
seemingly speculative attempt on
goal from outside the box and the
Spaniard was rewarded as his
effort found the back of the net to
make it 1-1. PTI
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West Indies captain
Kieron Pollard lauded

his batsmen for putting up a
good show but came down
hard on the bowlers for fail-
ing to defend 200-plus score
against India in the first T20.

“I think we batted pretty
well. We scored above 200
runs which more often than
not you take that. But disci-
pline in bowling and execu-
tion let us down tonight,”
Pollard said at the post-match
press conference .

“We gave 23 extras, 14 or
15 of those wide deliveries, so
when you look at that, those
were extra balls and extra
overs. When you give a class
team like India these many
extra deliveries, you are des-
tined for trouble.

“No balls are something
we stress on in terms of non-
negotiable and we bowled a
couple of them tonight. It’s
something we need to look
on.”
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wasn’t easy to pick the ball
with low flood lights at the
ground here.

“I don’t think it’s the dimen-
sions of the ground, I think the
lights are pretty low and some-
times you lose the ball in that
light and that’s what happened
a couple of times,” he said.

“We have played here
before, we have played here for
years so we knew what to
expect. As a team we don’t
complain about things like
these, it’s not in our control.”
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The year 2019 was a year of unprece-
dented growth and digital disruption
for the food industry. Digital technol-
ogy drove how we ate all the time. It
was the year in which more Indians

ate more food “not” cooked in their homes than
ever before! Whether you wanted Pizza, Biryani
or Gobhi Manchurian, or a regional favourite
such as Rajasthani Lal Maas, Naga Pork or the
Gujarati Undhiyu, getting food from a home
chef ’s kitchen was easier than it has ever been,
thanks to digital technology! 

Even the way we eat at home changed —
the culture of passing down recipes from one
generation to the next is being replaced by
online recipe sharing, consumer facing apps,
DIY videos, and more. 

Therefore, in a country where Mumbai
responds to regional pop-ups enthusiastically
while Delhi is nonchalant about the idea, and
Indore is expanding its culinary wings while
Kolkata is looking back at its culinary tradi-
tions, it’s quite a challenge for businesses to
identify concepts that have potential to succeed
across our inherent diversity. 

In such a scenario, food businesses can ben-
efit from a resource that monitors changes in
business and consumer expectations, identifies
underlining themes that drive these changes,
and helps separate the fads from the trends.

Over the past three years, I have found that
putting together the annual Godrej Food
Trends report requires everything from data
analytics to pure intuition on the part of our
core team. As a forecaster of trends, it is impor-
tant that the report is able to differentiate fads
from trends. The key distinction between the
two is that while trends have the potential to
exert long-term influence on the market, a fad
is usually isolated, coming and going quickly.

Trends, therefore, don’t exist in isolation. They
are a sum of many things, often including
altered classics, and can have much longer life
cycles, sometimes being around for years, or
even decades.

One of my favourite examples is our return
to our roots. Over the last two iterations of the
report, we described a growing movement of
self-discovery in the Indian food industry. This
desire to learn more about our diverse culinary
culture and traditions began in 2018 with an
initial exploration into Indian regional cuisines.
In 2019, we went beyond the broad strokes of
regional cuisines and took a deep dive into the
micro-cuisines of India. We saw an explosion of
conversations, events, products and dining
experiences inspired by micro-cuisines from
specific sub-regions, communities, and even
family kitchens of India.

This inspired exploration into home
kitchens brought the true custodians of Indian
cuisine into the limelight as the food industry
connected with nanis, dadis, mothers or home
chefs as SMEs (Subject Matter Experts), or
sources of inspiration and knowledge of our
rich culinary diversity. This in turn drove a re-
discovery of traditional ingredients, as ordinary
vegetables became the new exotic and gharelu
greens such as kele ke phool, bathua, tendli,
lauki and tinda featured prominently on restau-
rant menus. Let me tell you, this trend has not
shown no signs of ebbing. It continues to play
in 2020.

That said, I must admit we don’t always get
it all right. While we are on target in a majority
of cases, sometimes trends don’t play out as
anticipated. For instance, in 2019, we heard a
lot of talk about millets driving a discovery of
other indigenous grains, celebrated as a climate-
smart choice for farmers and consumers, but

this trend
did not map

out as expected. The
consumption of indigenous

grains hasn’t grown as significant-
ly as the noise would suggest. What hap-

pened to all that hype? Do chefs and media
influencers not put their money where their
mouth is?

To answer all those questions, as we
usher in the report’s third year, the 2020
edition points at some interesting big trends
(organised alphabetically) for the coming
year:

Continued commitment to prove-
nance and mindful eating. Powered by the
growing demand for sustainable practices,
consumers will continue to make active
choices that help minimise their carbon
footprint by supporting local/artisanal pro-
ducers and eating seasonally.

Deeper exploration of South-East
Asian flavours. In 2020, the restaurant
industry will offer diners a greater variety of
South-East Asian flavours through deeper
explorations of the popular cuisines, along
with specialist menus from previously unex-
plored regional and ethnic cuisines from
the region.

Emergence of the
neighbourhood ‘food-
preneur’. The grow-
ing demand for
fresh, healthy,
hygienic and
familiar ghar ka
khana, combined
with the conve-
nience of digital
communications
and payment
platforms, will
encourage many
more traditional,
regional and com-
munity cooks to start
mini-enterprises from
their home kitchens, offer-
ing limited daily specials to
small communities of their fans.

Keeping it real. Fuelled by an ever-
growing consumer demand for authenticity,
2020 will see a growth of dining experiences
designed around real issues, real people,
real ingredients, and real stories!

Longing for ghar-ka-khana. The
decline in daily cooking at home, because of
changing social dynamics and attitudes
towards cooking, will see nostalgic diners
ordering food that reminds them of their
own ghar-ka-khana, more often than ever
before!

No-compromise convenience cooking.
A discerning consumer of 2020, experi-
menting with the latest health fads and
lifestyle diets, can look forward to many
more options for quickly and conveniently
assembling personalised meals at home,
with little or no compromises to their
choices.

Proliferation of desi flavours. As an
outcome of the persistent demand for all
things indigenous, consumers should expect

to see a proliferation of
desi flavours in everything

from small plates to cocktails, and
even desserts in 2020!

Return to traditional fats. The growing
appreciation of the significance of our
choice of cooking medium will inspire more
consumers in 2020 to go with desi ghee and
cold-pressed local seed oils over other
options.

Rise of the culinary explorer. An
evolving sense of social, financial and cul-
tural independence among young people
will drive a greater demand for aspirational,
novel, and even exotic travel and dining
experiences. These experiences will be
inspired by exciting new cuisines from
within and outside the country.

Revival of culinary traditions. Riding
the ongoing wave of deeper exploration and
discovery of our culinary heritage, food
businesses and restaurants will find exciting
new ways of packaging traditional food wis-
dom, knowledge, cookware, cooking tech-
niques and food preparation methods to
make it suitable for the demands of the
modern dining experience.

“When it comes to food, Indians have
always preferred ghar-ka-khana,” says Sujit
Patil,  Vice President and Head, Corporate
Brand and Communications, Godrej

Industries Limited and associate compa-
nies, reviewing the key findings.

“The growth of technology
is also shaping what we

eat. It is not only giv-
ing a big boost to

the food process-
ing industry, but
also enabling
home chefs to
become ‘food-
preneurs’.”

For Patil, as
he says it, what
is “heart-warm-
ing” about the

findings is that
they point to “the

emergence of the
neighbourhood food-

preneur” in 2020, paral-
lel to the revival of culi-

nary traditions and a prolifer-
ation of desi flavours in everything,

from small plates to cocktails, and even
desserts. The emerging future happily rides
on the past.

In fact, as you delve deeper, you will
find that 2020 will continue to be the year
of discovery and it will see us immersing
deeper into our culinary diversity than ever
before! The food industry will continue to
draw inspiration from the home kitchen.
Indian ingredients and flavours will domi-
nate conversations, menus, beverages and
even our desserts.

The year ahead will continue to reveal
newer facets of the power of digital disrup-
tion. Every aspect of the industry will gal-
vanise to deliver what consumers want and
work to meet their needs. In an era of con-
sumer hyper choice, the food producer will
have to do more to stand out and seamlessly
deliver exceptional service while at the same
time ensuring food variety, quality and
integrity, transparency and sustainability.

— The author is a food writer and
Managing Director, A Perfect Bite Consulting

LLP. She has authored the Godrej Food
Trends Report since its inception in 2018
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There is an old saying: when wealth is lost nothing is
lost; when health is lost something is lost; when char-
acter is lost everything is lost. The saying needs some

elaboration as the context has changed. It was coined when
wealth was not the be all and end all of everything. But we
are in the commerce age, where wealth is everything, got-
ten from whatever means. How to relate the relevance of
the saying to the modern times is what would be baffling
to many or may be most. But there is relevance, only one
needs to probe a little deep. So, as the saying goes when
wealth is lost nothing is lost because it can be regained by
using health and character. But when health is lost some-
thing is lost because the weakening of the health will make
things difficult for people to recover wealth. Yet, since char-
acter is there, sincere efforts can still help in getting back
what is lost at least to some extent. But when character is
lost, nothing will come back as it is the character that gives
the drive. Let us look at the present political scenario. What
is happening may leave even the most ardent of the opti-
mists with serious doubts about the future of the country.
Political scenario has left a lot to be desired. It is not just
about the recent happenings in the elections to the few state
assemblies that went to polls. We need not go back very far.
Just remember what happened in Karnataka sometime back?
You decide, but if one word that can aptly describe the entire
story — it is character. It was conspicuously absent. More
recently Maharashtra or even Haryana. And what is hap-
pening in Jharkhand. The incidents will put even the most
shameless to shame. Shame, yes people in politics have
thrown the very idea of shame to the winds. A politician
in one party today does not find favour there, goes to anoth-
er party, succeeds and may even change over to some other
party to gain a position of power or may be for something
in cash or kind. Where is the Indian politics heading for?
Disaster? Chaos? Whatever, but portends are ominous. How
to explain what is happening? Logic cannot explain.
Reason has no answer with values and morality virtually
becoming extinct in politics the scenario can only be
described as a precursor to anarchy. There is a rather elab-
orate description of these times in the Uttar Ramayana sec-
tion of Ram Charit Manas. All one needs is to read the dia-
logue between Kagabhushundi and Garuda on how things
will be in Kalyug. It is so vividly described that futurolo-
gists like Alvin Toffler may appear naïve. The dialogue has
also been very neatly summed up in a very popular song
from a Bollywood hit of the early seventies starring the thes-
pian Dilip Kumar in the lead role. Relevant portion of the
song is being paraphrased here. The song says that an era
called Kalyug will come in which all undesirable things will
happen. There will be black money and blackhearts. Thieves
and pickpockets will be rich and respected whereas the right-
eous will be miserable. Those who will be greedy and sin-
ful will be called saintly. And the real clincher is that there
will be proclamation of righteousness and religiosity
everywhere but there will be no shame. How vivid and accu-
rate. There cannot be a better description of these times.
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Lord Krishna describes us, souls, as
His parts in the Geeta. (15.7) And
we always remain so, that is,

unchanged small souls. There is no
mention anywhere in our scriptures that
we, souls, ever become different or big-
ger. We eternally remain unchanged.
(2.23-24)

The smallness of the soul is indica-
tive of its very limited powers. All a soul
can do is to desire, decide and enjoy or
suffer as a consequence. Everything else
is done by the material nature (3.27); our
bodies are also parts of the material
nature. If it wasn’t so, no one will ever
become sick or die for that matter; we
will tell our bodies to follow our dictate.
We can try to keep our bodies fit but the
control over our bodies is not with us.
We in fact are quite helpless not only
with regard to the state of our bodies but
in many other matters as well. Aren’t we
controlled by the results of our past
deeds, which manifest periodically as
good luck or bad luck? Our being small
is part of the cosmic design. Imagine
some soul becoming powerful somehow
intrinsically. What chaos he or she is
likely to cause; he or she may even chal-
lenge God. Therefore, this possibility
does not exist.

However, this does not mean that
we, souls, are helpless in the ultimate
sense, because that will make the cos-
mic design defective. God is prepared
to empower us in many ways. Souls have
huge potential even while they are
intrinsically small. This is the beauty of
the cosmic design. God has mercifully
empowered me to write spiritual texts;
He provides the needed information to
me. (15.15) Therefore, a wise soul does
the logical thing, that is to take shelter
of God, who is open to such surrender.
Rather, He encourages us to do so.
(18.62) Then, our deficiency of being

small disappears. Small souls are able to
perform unbelievable feats. Imagine
Tulsidas writing such voluminous spir-
itual texts like Ram Charit Manas!

How do we get started on this all
important surrender to God? In this also
God helps; He communicates His
instructions. As soon as a soul takes a
material body, it is automatically cov-
ered by the three modes of the mater-
ial nature, which are goodness, passion
and darkness. This can be understood
by an example of a man covered by a
cloth made up of three different types
of materials. The material representing
goodness is light and mostly transpar-
ent; the material representing passion
is slightly thicker and opaque; and dark-
ness is almost dark. God has no prob-
lem piercing this cover; He is every-
where to begin with. The difficulty lies
on the soul’s ability to communicate to
his brain. This cover stands in the way.

What should we do to get over this
difficulty? The composition of the
cover around us has to be made more
transparent with greater goodness, less

passion and very little darkness. How
this can be done is covered in the four-
teenth chapter of the Geeta. There is
another way, which Lord uses for those
sincere souls, who are very keen on
hearing from God; He finds many ways
like a medium or He gives us a dream
with the right information. Similarly,
wise souls do spiritual activities while
they are changing the relative propor-
tions of the three modes. This endears
us to God, who, then, takes the direct
route of communication. By the way,
God has no difficulty in receiving our
messages; nothing can come in His way.

So let us get started on taking full
benefit of this facility of getting help
from the omniscient, omnipotent and
omnipresent God, if not started already.
I have managed to get started on get-
ting God’s guidance, help, various shak-
tis (strengths), protection, bliss, peace,
support and forgiveness. We all can do
so and will, then, never be handicapped
by our inherent smallness.”
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There’s one form of wealth we
don’t often talk about, the
one that follows you to the
other side of the light —
karma. 

You know you have tuned into the
concept of karma when the realisation
dawns upon you that you owe a debt
to every life form that served you in
any way: plants, animals, your parents,
your teachers, everyone. Our karmic
record is analogous to a balance sheet,
where every positive deed accounts for
credit and every negative deed we per-
form adds to our debt. These debts and
credits fructify in our present life or
future ones determining the quality of
our lives, allowing us to repay debts
and savour the credits.

When you delve deeper into the
concept, really start performing good
deeds, you feel good about it. The spir-
it within finds it easier to connect with
the physical-self because it finally
sees itself being benefited as all the
accrued positive karma overshadows
the negative. That would result in the
physical-self experiencing many more,
good times than tough ones in the
fructification of that accumulated
karma in this life and future ones.

Deeper still into this concept,
you stop seeing it as generosity on your
part or a profit venture for yourself.
You consider it to be more of an
opportunity you were given, some-
thing to be grateful for. Yes, show grat-
itude for the chance to be kind and
generous.

Finally, when you have fully
understood this business, you begin to
view karma objectively. Say for exam-
ple, you feed a hundred homeless one
day, you will realise it was in their des-
tiny to eat that meal and some way or
the other it would have been provid-
ed for. If it hadn’t been you, someone
else would have fed them, making you
just the medium through which their
destiny was fulfilled and nothing
more. At this point you realise that the
credit for this karma is not yours for
the taking. It works the same way for
negative karma as well, that is, the guilt
too is not yours to shoulder, destiny
has a plan to play out, and in that, you
are only a pawn.

The question arises then, are acts
of positive karma really acts of selfish-
ness? Well the answer is yes. Your every
good deed benefits another but also
benefits your own spirit. And yet, this

is one act of selfishness you should
encourage and propagate. Because
within this selfishness is selflessness
and the selflessness is selfishness.

And just when you feel you have
reached the very core of this concept
and understood the business, you
realise that it was all a façade under the
veil of maya, the physical world.
When you lift that veil and look at
karma, you now see it not as acts of
generosity but as an act of necessity.
It stops being an act of selfishness and
becomes just a plain habit. And that
habitual karma though helps others as
designed to, stops affecting the spirit,
it becomes an unselfish act so to say,
and such an act in Hindi is called
Niswarth Seva. You are no longer the
doer, you have risen above karma. 

This also brings us to a poignant
question — is there an easier formu-
la for diluting doer-ship?

Do not take ownership of any of
your actions! Since, they were acts of
destiny (even though they were a fruc-
tification of our earlier deeds), you do
not need to hold yourself responsible
for what has been programmed to hap-
pen. It is the fruit, not the root. You
need to take the ‘I’ away from the

deeds. Be detached from it as it is not
of your initiation. You are only a wit-
ness to the act, so why become the
owner? Most evolved souls have stat-
ed that what they do, they do in the
name of the Supreme Consciousness.
Some may have called it ‘Father’, oth-
ers used the term ‘God’, but none of
them claimed that they as individuals
were the doers. At an advanced
thought process, they identified with
the Supreme and their ‘I’ became the
‘I’ of oneness with the whole. “In the
name of the Father ...” Krishna used the
‘I’ in context to aham brahmasmi or
‘I am that’. The eternal truth is that in
every form lies the same God particle
and each of you is the God above (God
knows why above). Realising divinity
within yourself is enlightenment. Or
at least a giant step towards it!

But the toughest task of all is to get
detached from one’s own body, iden-
tity, personality and jivaatma. This is
the second stage after having detached
from one’s desires, pleasures, family
and commercial attachments.

Achieving the above requires the
kind of purpose and perseverance dis-
played by Buddha and other saints of
that stature. This can be achieved in
parts, over a period of several lives. The
effort must be a sustained one.

It is a common thought that any-
thing impossible to achieve is unpro-
ductive to try. But the lives of great
people and their experiences prove this
to be redundant.

We need not compete with the
prophets and saints, but even they
evolved in stages and took several lives
to step outside the circle of maya.

Most of the spiritual teachings are
easy to listen, and to some extent
understand, but difficult to accom-
plish. So, if you can give up taking
ownership of all your actions, includ-
ing the good ones, you have a chance
to attain spiritual heights.

To conclude, if you can give up
ownership of karma, do it. If you can’t,
take the easier path and just plaster
your negative karmas with an overload
of positive ones, so that in relative
comparison they are much less and
you can have a better life or lives in the
future. This is solely because our des-
tiny is created by our previously accu-
mulated karmas. The form of storage
is called samskars.

If you don’t care for either of these
methods you can carry on and be as
nice as you can as there is hope. I too
hope that at the end of this article, you
will find that a part of this resonates.
If so, the purpose is accomplished.

If you see reason that good karma
is worth your investment of time,
money and inclination, then several
life forms will be benefitted.
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When we began our journey of
understanding the art of leadership
viewed from the battlefield so to

speak, we saw how much we could adapt
from a role that many of us have already
been playing for several years now, that of
child readers. As parents, we dole out disci-
pline and love in equal measure to help our
children become better individuals and
while doing so we also teach them to deal
with the big, bad world with courage and
fortitude. These are valuable leadership
lessons to manage teams too. We learnt of
the power that comes with listening to those
around us, and how implementation can be
facilitated and goals achieved by a truly clear
mind that has its priorities set correctly. We
discussed the importance of being curious
and asking questions, of making hard choic-
es and of persevering through the trying
times that all of us have faced sometime or
the other in our lives. We made note of some
of the common biases that leaders fall for-a
pro-strategy bias and a negative skew against
implementation, and the dangers of subjec-
tive measurement metrics. Lastly, we spoke

of clearly defining and sustaining values,
promoting genuine trust amongst teams,
unfailingly keeping commitments and using
all these as building blocks to create empow-
ering and engaging cultures.

But, the single most important driver of
leadership in my opinion is personal
accountability, and I say this loudly because
I have seen too many talented managers
unable to evolve to great leaders, only
because this particular characteristic was
missing in their make-up.

When a child is very young, and while
playing, loses her ball, she comes to her
mother and happily says, ‘Mama, the ball is
lost.’ Note the use of words. The child
believes that the ball lost itself all on its own.
And consequently it doesn’t upset her. She
believes her mother will take care of the situ-
ation and indeed the doting parent rushes
out to the play area, scrambling around for
the lost ball. However, when this same child
grows up a little bit and loses the same ball,
this time she returns crying, ‘Mama, I lost
the ball.’ It’s a complete turnaround of both
syntax and associated emotion. This time,

not only does the child feel terrible about
losing the ball, but also for the first time in
her life admits that it was her fault that the
ball got lost. Several studies on developmen-
tal psychology indicate that this is the point
in the child’s growth (usually around the age
of six) when the transition to adulthood
truly begins. Because that’s the behaviour
that adults are expected to demonstrate, to
take responsibility for their actions and the
consequences thereof! To whit-personal
accountability. ‘I lost the ball.’ The ball didn’t
lose itself of its own volition. Neither did
some malignant universal force direct its
disappearance. It was me and only me.

The reason I am highlighting this issue
of accountability so vigorously is that most
people struggle to accept onus, especially in
negative situations. Despite being grown up,
they morph back into that preschooler who
happily says the ball disappeared through no
fault of hers. This fundamental attribution
error makes us prone to patting ourselves on
our backs when things go right, but also just
as swiftly blaming the external situation
around us when things go wrong. Sales tar-
gets not met? Must be the bad economic
conditions. Marriage failing? It was because
our kundalis didn’t match. Child turning out
to be a brat? Surely it’s all the company he’s
been keeping at school. And before we know
it, we start blaming everything but ourselves
for the shortcomings and disappointments
that our lives are inevitably littered with. For
it is the easier route to take, and certainly far
more preferable than seeing our own errors
reflected in the mirror of our benighted cir-
cumstances.

I see this happen all the time. Inevitably
people outsource their lives to their circum-
stances or to other people around them by
refusing to take culpability for anything that
happens to them. Essentially admitting that
not they, but someone else is responsible for
their successes and failures. 
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Crime against women, par-
ticularly sexual assault, is

on the upsurge. The recent
appalling incidents testify that
despite a mass protest against
the 2012 Nirbhaya gang-rape
and the subsequent enforce-
ment of the Criminal Law
(Amendment) Act, 2013
(Nirbhaya Act), nothing much
has changed.

The audacity with which
the accused executed the bru-
tal rape and gruesome murder
of a 26-year-old veterinary
doctor on Hyderabad outskirts
compels us to contemplate on
what is wrong with us as a soci-
ety.  Implementation of strin-
gent laws has failed to curb the
barbarity.  Reports show that a
gruesome act of rape and mur-
der, in most cases, is not the
first offense of the perpetrators.
As their crimes often go unreg-
istered, they repeat it and their
cruelty increases with each
repetition of the act. A psy-
choanalyst has pointed out
that those who repeat the
crime, especially related to
sexual assault, do it as an act of
their right. And whenever a
woman objects, they react as if
their right is being curtailed by
that woman. 

Shiv Kumar Yadav, the

Uber Cab driver, who was sen-
tenced life-term for raping a
27-year old woman executive
in 2013, exemplifies how a
pervert keeps on repeating his
crime when it goes unregis-
tered. Investigation into the
case revealed that Yadav had
tried to molest many women of
his village but since no com-
plaint was registered officially
no action was taken against
him. In 2012 he was arrested
for allegedly raping a bar
dancer, but was acquitted for
lack of evidence. A little
courage and prompt legal
action could have saved inno-
cent from falling prey to the
predator.

Due to social stigma
attached to rape, many women
prefer to keep quiet and this
silence is exploited by the per-
petrators. In an incident in
April 2019 in Alwara, a woman,
travelling with her husband on
a bike, was waylaid and gang-
raped, while her husband was
brutally tortured. The accused
took multiple videos of their
heinous act and uploaded it on
social networking sites. It was
only after the video went viral
that the couple lodged a com-
plaint on May 4. The audacity
of the criminals shows that

there is no fear of law. But why
is it so? Since majority of the
sexual assault victims do not
register their complaints, the
rapists do not appear in news
stories and thus go undetected.
Thus it’s really important to
register every rape case. 

Registering the crime,
however, doesn’t put an end to
the misery of a woman. In fact
it initiates a life-long struggle.
Even if a woman, overcoming
all the social and psychological
barriers, registers her com-
plaint, she faces legal harass-
ment. Apart from the traumatic
and unsympathetic medical
examinations, she has to face
inappropriate questions and
indecent remarks. Her charac-
ter is brutally assassinated. She
is often pressurised to with-
draw her complaint and even
receives life threats from the
influential and powerful per-
petrators and their accom-
plices. Some do succumb to the
family pressure and popular
Indian thinking “jo hona tha so
ho gaya”.

But the way an 18-year old
girl showed exemplary courage
by registering a case in Delhi
Police station on April 16,
2019 against her parents, who
had accepted a bribe from the

accused (two rich property
dealers who abducted and
raped her) to compel her to
withdraw her statement in the
court is praiseworthy. The girl
claimed that the accused had
offered a hefty amount of �20
lakh and had even paid an
advance of �5 lakh (which she
had even deposited in the
police station) to her parents to
withdraw the case. Despite
being poor and struggling to
arrange money to fight the case
against the perpetrators, she
chose to stand by her dignity.

It reminds us of another
incident where a 17-year old
survivor of a gang-rape, in spite
of receiving multiple threats,
decided to file case against a
powerful MLA of the ruling
party in Uttar Pradesh. While
acting on their threat, the broth-
er of the MLA along with some
goons, severely beat up her
father and humiliated him in
hospital, who later succumbed
to his injuries. When her com-
plaint went unnoticed, the
Unnao girl tried to immolate
herself in front of Uttar Pradesh
Assembly, which drew public
attention She knew about the
consequences when she decid-
ed to file an FIR against such a
powerful MLA, but nevertheless

she decided to fight on. 
Had these girls preferred to

keep silence and not file case
against the rapists, many oth-
ers could have been a victim of
their lust. And who knows
how many victims have
remained silent!

Thus fast-track court and
legal reforms alone cannot
help. What we desperately need
at this moment is to get rape
registered. The culprits need to
be exposed. But this is not pos-
sible unless the stigma associ-
ated with rape is removed.
The stigma is so ingrained in
our culture that while we can
easily identify ourselves as a
victim of robbery or any other
crime we do hesitate even to
confide in our families about
rape or sexual assault.

It does take immense
courage to come out of the
closet and expose the culprits
while realising the conse-
quences. Thus the courage a
woman shows in registering a
case of rape against her perpe-
trators should not be seen as
just an urge to punish the cul-
prits. It’s her fight for her self-
respect and dignity. In the
process of exposing the per-
verts she saves innumerous
women from being harmed by

them. Thus the perception of
society needs to be changed. A
rape survivor should not be
looked down upon just as a
helpless woman. Prying eyes
and social exclusion is not
what she deserves. Instead she
should be seen as a warrior
who has enough courage to
fight against injustice and as
“savior of modesty” of a lot
other women.

While we acknowledge the
physical courage exhibited by
the brave hearts who save many
lives from the clutches of death,
a woman who has been coura-
geous enough to conquer all
psychological, social, econom-
ic and political barriers in
exposing the perpetrators and
thus protecting many lives from
being harmed by the perverts
also deserves to be honoured
with bravery award for uphold-
ing moral courage. Recognition
and respect alone can change
our conditioned perceptions.

However besides moral
support and encouragement
what the survivors need is
financial independence and
security. The Government
should ensure a policy to reha-
bilitate these women through
respectable Government jobs
according to their qualifications

and abilities to enable them to
continue their fight. They
should be given duty leave to
attend the court proceedings
and additional financial assis-
tance to afford lawyer’s fees. The
Government must provide
security to the survivors in
case there is any threat.

True, unless society
changes its perception, the
stigma associated with rape will
continue haunting the sur-
vivors and any financial assis-
tance cannot compensate their
ordeal. But a secure job can at
least lighten their additional
miseries related to career and
finance. As the crime against
women is not just a legal prob-
lem but a socio-political and
psychological one, it becomes
a collective responsibility of
society to rehabilitate the sur-
vivors. However, it’s the per-
petrators who should be com-
pelled to share the responsi-
bility of generating financial aid
for the survivors. Resources can
be generated by confiscating
the properties of the perpetra-
tors once their guilt is proven. 

(Anish Gupta and Aaleya
Giri  teach Economics and
English respectively at the
University of Delhi)
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There are three crucial ques-
tions that has arisen fol-

lowing the November 9, 2019,
Supreme Court verdict on
clutches of writ petitions chal-
lenging the 2010  Allahabad
High Court judgment on “land
title of disputed structure of
2.77 acre” belonging to Ram
Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid
(hereby Ayodhya matter). One,
whether the unanimous deci-
sion of the SC on the Ayodhya
matter strictly meets the test of
legal jurisprudence, (i.e,
whether verdict is based pure-
ly on the balance of evidence,
which was produced in the
court), constitutional morality
and justice? Second, whether
the judgment interfered with
the matter of “faith/religious
belief ” of people and thus
compromised the principle of
secular governance? Third,
whether judgment, given the
historicity of emotional con-
testation attached with the
Ayodhya matter spanning over
more than 400 years, has suc-
ceeded in securing “social
peace” and in healing the
“wounded self ” of both  Hindu
and Muslim communities?

The critics have slammed
the judgment on all three
indexes and concluded that the
SC verdict has legalised the
“rule of majoritarianism” and
paved the way for the con-
struction of Ram Mandir
despite the fact that the weight
of evidence was in favour of
Muslim party. However such
conclusions are simplistic and
extreme reading of the judg-
ment arising primarily from
the current political context of
Hindutava. A reality of specif-
ic political context is one thing;
however demonstrating that
judgment has primarily flowed
from this political reality is
another thing. The critics fall
short on the second option.

I believe that the judgment
meets the test of all three cri-
terions. The strength of judg-
ment lies in its unanimity and
its inclusive approach that
combines the judicious balance
of law, constitutional practice
of secularism, legal history of
case, constitutional notion of
justice, practical wisdom and
Indian tradition of providing

context specific solution with
its inherent flexibility and
ambiguity required to manage
its enormous social diversities.
It is misnomer to think that
judgment is based on a priori
consideration of majoritarian
faith and has ignored the legal
scrutiny of evidences.

What has been found puz-
zling is that while on the one
hand (a) the court recognised
the damage to the Babri
mosque in 1934, placement of
idols of Ram Lalla in 1949 in
the Sanctum sanctorum of the
mosque and its eventual demo-
lition in 1992 as grave violation
of law and rejected the con-
tention of Hindu party and
ASI’s archaeological  evidence
that the mosque was built by
destroying a temple, though the
judgment mentioned that the
mosque was built on the ruins
of a temple-like structure; on
the other (b) it handed over the
possession of entire disputed
structure of 2.77 acre to
Bhagwan Sri Ram Lalla
Virajman (BSRV). However
for the court, (a) and (b) are not
inter related; they are separate
matter to be investigated sep-
arately. In this specific judg-
ment, the SC was seized with
matter of “title deeds of land”
only. Its judgment has no
implication on the ongoing
criminal trials against people
who were charged with van-
dalising and conspiracy to
destroy Babri mosque.

While awarding the pos-
session of entire disputed land
to BSRV, the SC relied upon
historically evolved legal tra-
dition of considering deity/idol
as “juristic person” on the
basis of continuation of tradi-
tion of worship and offering
prayer to such idea/form of
divinity without necessarily
being mani-
fested into the
form of physi-
cal idol, which
was agreed by
the Muslim
party. This
recognition of
BSRV as juris-
tic person was
combined with
scrutiny of evi-
dences which

demonstrated that unlike the
Hindu party, which demon-
strated the continuation of
worship and prayer in the
outer courtyard of mosque
and their assertion of right to
offer worship mixed with a few
incidents of offering prayer in
the inner courtyard of the
mosque, the Muslim party nei-
ther demonstrated the contin-
uation of prayer between 1526
and 1858, nor succeeded in
establishing their exclusive
claim over inner courtyard of
the mosque, nor contested the
exclusive claim of Hindus in
outer courtyard. Hence the
Muslim party failed to qualify
the principle of adverse pos-
session.

The court, therefore, on the
basis of “principle of prepon-
derance of probability” award-
ed the entire disputed structure
to BSRV with a consideration
that iron bifurcation between
inner courtyard and outer
courtyard was merely an
administrative arrangement by
the Colonial power in 1857-
1858 to maintain the amity and
peace, which does not take
away the fact that the entire dis-
puted structure was essential-
ly one compact piece of land.
The court then invoke the
Article 142 to instruct the
Central/State Governments to
grant 5 acre to Muslim party at
prominent place in Ayodhya in
order to  do justice to the loss
of structure of the mosque.

The judgment has been
criticised from the point of
view that it dilutes and com-
promises the principle of sec-
ularism to an extent that it has
interfered with matter of faith
as evident from its directives to
the Central Government to
constitute a trust for construc-
tion of temple and a grant of

land to construct mosque. It is
said that it is not a business of
secular state to construct a
place of worship.

I think this criticism is not
fair and merely reflects a “panic
reading” of judgment within
the context of perceived
Hindutava threat to the secu-
lar edifice of Indian governing
structure. Rather the judg-
ment not only repeatedly
upheld the principle of secu-
larism in terms of its equal and
just treatment of all religions
with equal freedom to practice
their religious belief but close-
ly follows the specific tradition
of secular governance in India
where the state and the court
has historically dealt with “sec-
ular” aspect of religious activ-
ities (such as regulating admin-
istrative management and
finances of places of worship).
The court has in umpteen
number of cases have reserved
its right to define what it con-
stitutes the “essential of reli-
gion”. In this specific matter, the
court has been confined to
deliberate over secular aspect
of faith: the issue of land titles.

Second, it has only given
directives to Central
Government to establish a
“trust”, the composition of
which is yet to finalise, to
facilitate the construction of
temple over undisputed struc-
ture without stating or imply-
ing that expenditure for such
construction would be borne
out of the Government exche-
quer. It may be noted here that
while the Central Government
constituted a trust to recon-
struct Somnath Mandir in
early 1950s, the trust raised
money from people to com-
plete the reconstruction. On
the other hand, the court
directed the State Government
to allot 5 acre of land to UP
Sunni Central Waqf Board,
the main litigant in the case, as
“just compensation” to the loss
of structure of Babri mosque
without underlining that
mosque will be reconstructed
with public fund. Thus in both
instances, the court merely
upheld the secular tradition of
governance.

The announcement of
judgment went off peacefully

without a single incident of
communal tension or violence
speaks volume about the
administrative capacity of
Indian state and astuteness of
political class; however one
has to concede that this “frag-
ile peace” has rested on the
magnanimity of a section of the
majoritarian community with
“its move forward approach”
and “fear stricken tolerance” of
the Muslim community. 

Nonetheless, the judgment
has potential to achieve a
durable “social peace” between
the two communities if the fol-
lowing conditions are met: (a)
The Government must reign in
the fringe extremist section of
majoritarian community to
celebrate the day as ‘victory
day’ in future; (b) the Muslim
community must not file pleas
for review of the judgment as
it has potential to further viti-
ate the national atmosphere;
(C) the Muslim community
must not see this judgment as
a part of bundle of
Government’s (perceived) anti-
Muslim actions: incidence of
lynching, cow politics, aboli-
tion and criminalisation of
instant triple talaq, abolition of
Article 370 and downgrading
of Jammu & Kashmir to UT,
the threat of NRC, threat of
Uniform Civil  Code, etc,
rather a result of legal scrutiny
with faith in Indian judicial sys-
tem, and (D) the Government
must built the conducive polit-
ical climate in which minorities
could live with sense of secu-
rity, trust and liberty.    

(The writer is Senior Fellow,
Policy Perspectives Foundation,
New Delhi)

If the misery of the poor be
caused not by the laws of nature,
but by our institutions, great is
our sin.

— Charles Darwin, Voyage
of the Beagle 

The vagaries of the human
mind seen in the binary of

crime and punishment in the
past fortnight — the rape-
murder of a veterinarian in
Hyderabad and the immola-
tion of a rape survivor in
Unnao in one side, and the
encounter killing of all the four
accused on the same crime
spot on the outskirts of
Hyderabad on the other — are
so complex that for a con-
cerned citizen speaking up is
difficult, but keeping silence is
impossible.

Violence against women is
not a new phenomenon; it is
existent in varying intensity in
all societies, patriarchal or
matriarchal. In India, after
every few years, we witness
paroxysms of public outrage
over ghastly rape incidents,
triggering demands for an
effective criminal justice sys-
tem. The narratives always
ensue in across-the-board sup-
port for amendments to make
laws more stringent, but the
sluggish implementation keeps
drawing people’s ire.
Nevertheless, the public out-
rage has rarely precipitated
into the redressal of griev-
ances by trigger-happy police-
men as was seen in Hyderabad.

However, rather than going
into the veracity of the claims
of “fake” or “genuine”
encounter in which four men
accused of raping and killing
the vet were shot dead during

the recreation of the crime
scene in the wee hours of
November 6, it is more perti-
nent to study why the extraju-
dicial killings have gained so
much traction among the
common people. The assess-
ment is warranted all the more
so because many of those
singing the praises of the police
believe the cops had taken
vengeance on the rapists-mur-
derers by shooting them in
cold blood. The fortune of the
Cyberabad Police, which had
taken brickbats for initial
delays in the filing FIR over the
jurisdiction issue, has turned
around with this “heroic” act in
the eyes of the commoners.

Seen in this perspective, for
those living in the ivory tow-
ers, it is imperative to acknowl-
edge the reasons for the eupho-
ria over the encounter deaths,
rather that resting their case
just by blaming the cops and
the “mass hysteria”. Whether
genuine or fake, the encounter
deaths reflect the rot in griev-
ance redressal mechanism as
the elation among people
points to their belief that such
encounter killings will serve
the purported purposes of the
criminal justice system: First,
by punishing the wrongdoer;
second, as deterrence for
potential criminals; and third,
by delivering speedy justice
without the rigmarole of the
unending procedure. The long
seven years wait for the exe-
cution of Nirbhaya’s rapists-
killers is a case in point for
them.

Therefore, terming the
jubilation over the encounter
killing of rapists-immolators as
perversion is pregnant with the

possibilities of misunder-
standing the ground situation.
Social reality is not shaped by
those legal codes which are
divorced from the desires and
demands of the people. It is
vital for the lawmakers and
enforcement agencies to
understand that the percep-
tions of justice or injustice are
always coloured by the values
and interests of the particular
society. The Cyberabad Police
did what the irate people were
looking from the criminal jus-
tice system that has failed to
deliver to the satisfaction of the
aggrieved. 

It points to dangerous out-
look. If people push for extra-
judicial killings for swift justice,
it means they have lost trust in
the criminal justice system.
Credible institutions are the
foundations of a strong democ-
racy. If one institution usurps
the role of another, it will lead
to anarchy and loss of account-
ability. Police can’t be the end
process in the criminal justice
system; it rests with the court
of law. But if justice is delayed
or denied, it is natural, though
unlawful, for the outraged mass
to seek alternative methods.  

It’s high time we fixed the
rot in the criminal justice sys-
tem in order to stem the rising
demand for wanton killing of
rapists-killers, otherwise, the
vacuum will be filled by
unwanted and unaccountable
elements. Any further laxity
will make the Hyderabad
encounter an epitome of a
parallel justice delivery system.

(The writer is Associate
Editor & News Editor, The
Pioneer)
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Iam God loving. I pray every morn-
ing before I set out for work, and
again before I retire for the day. Yet,

my life has gone through unwanted
twists and turns every now and then.
Why have my prayers gone un-respond-
ed so far? What am I lacking? Tell me,
what corrections do I need to make.
When does my life stabilise?” With
these questions in mind, someone
recently sought my guidance.

Well, God or no God, how does it
matter? If at all there is a God, He
would be involuntarily doing His
rounds. He doesn’t need our seeking or
prompting for coming into play. He, in
His own glory would be available in
equal proportion to all and sundry. It,
therefore, becomes difficult to digest
that he would selectively listen to your
prayers and grant wishes to your asking.
Even if there is no God, how does it
matter. For, life will still continue to
move on. So, instead of looking for
seeking God’s help, somewhere out at a
distance, for fulfillment of desires, better
take charge of yourself, and consciously
try to get better empowered. 

Having said that, let me make it
clear that the relevance of the concept of

God still holds good. Even if He doesn’t
grant your wishes, pursuing the belief
does certainly help firm up your own
faith element. That helps you carry on
the task in hand in all strength. Also, it
keeps you centred.

But all said and done, at the end of
the day, you need to take charge of
yourself, and consciously works towards
the desired destination. Know it in clear
terms that life as such doesn’t have an
easy go. In a world, where everyone is
born unique, each manifesting varying
mind-traits and desire-trends, it
becomes a natural breeding ground for
conflict of perceptions and interests.
Evidently, therefore, you are bound to
contend with competing interests and
contrarian forces. Braving all such chal-
lenges ahead intelligently, you need to
put in wholesome quality efforts to
score success. That, however, would not
come about, unless you consciously
identify and acknowledge your inherent
fault lines, address them, and also opti-
mise your potential. But, for which, you
will fail to put in your best foot forward.
Also, you need to keep an eye on pre-
vailing environmental conditions to
intelligently sail through all odds com-

ing in the way.
That makes it incumbent upon you

to live consciously. You have so far gone
ahead with the usual flow of life, carry-
ing the hope that being a believer, God
will help you sail through. So, you have
gone through intermittent bouts of suc-
cess and failures. It’s time now to make
you aware of your potential and weak-
nesses. Jupiter firmly placed in the lagna
makes you a well-meaning and creative
person. The lagna lord Mars in the 3rd
house grants you with the courage nec-
essary to spiritedly carry on the task in
hand. Moon, well aligned to Uranus
points to your innovative, inventive, and
insightful mind, worth coming out with
out of box independent ideas. Moon
again, placed favourably to Mercury
grants you with excellent communica-
tive skills. 

Your habits and attitudes, however,
often play spoil sport with your strength
side. Your lagna sign Aries makes you
aggressive, impulsive, impatient, intoler-
ant, and domineering, who may not like
to play a second fiddle to any. You carry
the tendency to jump into action with-
out applying proper forethoughts, and
with obvious consequences. It’s only
when you land into problem that you
are forced to apply your mind when you

may emerge as the best crisis manager
also. Moon occupying Sagittarius sign
makes you undiplomatic and tactless.
Mars well aligned to Uranus makes you
self-willed and overconfident, but its
opposition to Moon, and also ill-dis-
posed off to the Sun, makes you tem-
peramental, angry and irritable person.
You may flare up on the slightest provo-
cation, when you may temporarily lose
all sense of reasons and direction. The
Sun opposite Saturn brings in a sense of
fear and insecurity, which in turn,
brings in a sense of inertia. So, often
your initiatives as also response to a sit-
uation gets delayed, and with obvious
consequences. If that would not be
enough, the Sun placed adverse to
Jupiter brings in a swaggering ego,
which binds you to self-defined beliefs
and perceptions, not open to look
beyond for a reality check either. It
becomes difficult for you to digest, if
ever things don’t move your expected
lines, when you get unnerved beyond
due. And the result is there to see.
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